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A. INTRODUCTION

1. On 10 July 2015, the Fair Work Commission (Commission) approved an

enterprise agreement known as the Coles Store Team Enterprise

Agreement 2014-2017 (2014 Agreement) (the Decision).

2. The Appellant (Hart) filed a notice of appeal dated 31 July 2015 against

the Decision. Relevantly, the notice of appeal alleges that the 2014

Agreement did not pass the “better off overall test” (BOOT) and that the

Commission therefore erred in approving the enterprise agreement. The

Australian Meat Industry Employees Union (AMIEU) has also filed a

notice of appeal dated 14 September 2015. This appeal is being heard

together with Hart’s appeal.

3. Coles relies on the witness statement of Bruno Cecchini dated 21 January

2016 (Exhibit C3) (Cecchini statement), the witness statement of Louise

Rolland dated 22 January 2016 (Exhibit C4) (Rolland statement), the

witness statement of David Baker dated 20 January 2016 (Exhibit C5)

(Baker statement), and the witness statement of Kimberly Di Scala

dated 21 January 2016 (Exhibit C6) (Di Scala statement). Coles also

relies on a witness statement of Matthew Galbraith dated 22 January 2016
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filed on behalf of the Shop Distributive and Allied Employees Association

(SDA) (Exhibit S3).1

4. Hart relies on the witness statement of Joshua Cullinan (Cullinan) dated

25 September 2015 (specifically paragraphs 1 to 14 and Exhibit JJC-1)

(Exhibit K4) (Cullinan September statement), the witness statement

of Duncan Hart (Hart) dated 25 September 2015 (Exhibit K2) (Hart

September Statement), the witness statement of Cullinan dated 9

November 2015, the witness statement of Cullinan dated 15 December

2015 (Exhibit H4) (Cullinan December statement) and the witness

statement of Cullinan dated 1 February 2016 (Exhibit H5) (Cullinan

February statement).

5. The AMIEU chose not to lead any evidence.

6. Coles also relies on the oral evidence of each of the witnesses (save for parts

of that evidence which Coles submits in these submissions is irrelevant and

therefore inadmissible).

7. The submissions deal with the submissions of Hart (undated) (Hart

submissions) and the AMIEU submissions (undated) (AMIEU

submissions) filed in this appeal.

8. At the outset, Coles submits that the 2014 Agreement is a very good

enterprise agreement for Coles employees. Examples include:

(a) an average annual increase in base wage rates of 3%, which is well

ahead of inflation, and store team members have received two pay

rises since July 2015 and two further increases are scheduled in 2016

under the Agreement;

(b) the Agreement does not cut penalty rates;

(c) additional wage increases to younger team members to bring them

closer to the full adult rate, and additional support for families and

victims of domestic and family violence;

(d) access to paid Natural Disaster Leave for permanent team members;

1 Coles also relies on the material before Commissioner Bull, as set out in the Appeal Book.
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(e) the ability to apply for up to twelve months’ leave of absence for

permanent team members;

(f) generous carer’s leave provisions;

(g) eligible team members can request to work casually whilst on unpaid

parental leave;

(h) Emergency Services and Defence Service Leave; and

(i) permanent team members are able to access up to five paid shifts

compassionate leave.:

B. CONSEQUENCES OF QUASHING THE APPROVAL DECISION

9. For the reasons set out below, if the Commission upholds the appeal and

quashes the Decision, with some minor exceptions, the Coles employees

covered by the 2014 Agreement will be instead covered by the predecessor

enterprise agreement, which will then apply to their employment. This is

discussed below.

10. Section 607(3)(a) of the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) (FW Act) relevantly

provides that the Commission may, in relation to an appeal, quash the

decision the subject of the appeal. The Appellants seek an order from the

Full Bench that the Decision be quashed.2

11. The predecessor agreement to the 2014 Agreement was the Coles

Supermarkets Australia Pty Ltd and Bi-Lo Pty Limited Retail Agreement

2011 (2011 Agreement). When the 2011 Agreement was approved by the

Commission on 7 September 2011, it was assessed, in relation to the BOOT,

against the Coles Supermarkets Australia Pty Ltd Retail Award 2002. It

passed the BOOT in this respect and was therefore approved by the

Commission.

12. On 1 January 2014, the General Retail Industry Award 2010 (the Retail

Award) commenced covering Coles and its relevant employees working in

supermarkets. When the 2014 Agreement was assessed by Commissioner

Bull as to whether it passed the BOOT, unlike the 2011 Agreement, the

reference award was the Retail Award.

2 See Hart submissions at, for example, [91], [110], [209], [220].
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13. In this context, the issue is what would be the effect of quashing the

decision to approve the 2014 Agreement?

14. Section 58(2) of the FW Act effectively provides that:

(a) if an earlier enterprise agreement applies to an employee and another

enterprise agreement that covers the employee in relation to the same

employment comes into operation, and the earlier agreement has

passed its nominal expiry date;

(b) then the earlier agreement ceases to apply to the employee when the

later agreement comes into operation and can never so apply

again.

15. This provision was examined by the Full Court of the Federal Court in Teys

Australia Beenleigh Pty Ltd v AMIEU [2015] FCAFC 11, in factual

circumstances that are very similar to those present in this appeal

proceeding. In Teys Australia, a Full Bench of the Commission had

quashed an earlier decision of the Commission to approve a 2013

enterprise agreement. The issue arose as to whether an earlier 2010

agreement (which covered the same employees) applied to employees who

would otherwise have been covered by the 2013 enterprise agreement, or

were those employees covered by the relevant modern award.

16. The Full Court looked at the operation of s.58(2) of the FW Act and

concluded that once the decision was made by the Full Bench to quash the

decision to approve the 2013 agreement, the 2013 agreement had no

effective operation from the date on which it had been originally

approved. Therefore, s.58(2) did not apply because the 2013 agreement

had never come into operation. Therefore, the 2010 agreement

applied.3

17. By reason of the above, if the Full Bench quashes the decision of

Commissioner Bull to approve the 2014 Agreement, the 2011 Agreement

will apply to some 75,000 Coles employees who would otherwise be

covered by the 2014 Agreement. The 2011 Agreement will not cover the

3 See at [107]-[109] (Buchanan J) and [139]-[146] (Logan J).
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Customer Service Agents employed (as their employment is not covered by

the 2011 Agreement). Rather, the 1,442 Customer Service Agents

employed by Coles (as at 18 February 2016) will be covered by the Retail

Award (see TWU v Coles Supermarkets Australia Pty Ltd [2014] FCAFC

148). Further, 1,309 of the 1,928 Coles employees who work in Meat

Departments will also not be covered by the 2011 Agreement but, rather,

will be covered by the various State-based meat enterprise agreements

which applied to their employment with Coles prior to the approval of the

2014 Agreement.4

18. It is noted at the outset that the penalty regime in the 2011 Agreement is

identical to that in the 2014 Agreement.5 The vast majority of Coles

employees will therefore be paid the same penalty rates as appear in the

2014 Agreement, but there are less beneficial terms in the 2011 Agreement,

including rates of pay. This is set out in section K below (see also

Attachment E).

C. APPEAL

The appeal grounds

19. The notices of appeal raise the following issues:

(a) Whether the 2014 Agreement passes the BOOT in respect of every

employee covered by the agreement and whether there was evidence

for the Commission to determine that the 2014 Agreement passed the

BOOT (see Grounds 1-3 of the Hart appeal and the AMIEU appeal);

(b) Whether the effect of the undertakings given by Coles (on request by

the Commissioner approving the 2014 Agreement) was sufficient to

enable the 2014 Agreement to pass the BOOT in respect of every

4 These figures have been provided on instructions. Note that Coles employees who work in Meat
Departments in Queensland and the Northern Territory are covered by the 2011 Agreement. The
various State-based Meat Enterprise Agreements are: Coles Supermarkets and AMIEU Tasmania
Meat Agreement 2011, Coles Supermarkets Australia Pty Ltd and AMIEU Victorian Meat
Agreement 2011, Coles Supermarkets (Australia) Pty Ltd & Bi-Lo Pty Ltd & AMIEU NSW/ACT
Agreement 2012, Coles Supermarkets (Australia) Pty Ltd and Australasian Meat Industry
Employees’ Union Western Australian Agreement 2012, and Coles Supermarkets South Australia
Meat Agreement 2012.
5 See clause 4.2 of the 2014 Agreement and clause 5.1.1 of the 2011 Agreement. However, the
penalty rates under the various State-based meat enterprise agreements are higher than those in the
2011 Agreement.
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employee covered by the agreement (see Ground 4 of the Hart appeal

and Ground 5 of the AMIEU appeal);

(c) Whether the effect of the undertakings given by Coles was such that

the 2014 Agreement substantially changed from that which was voted

on by the relevant employees (see Ground 4 of the AMIEU appeal);

(d) Whether the Commission erred by assessing the BOOT by reference

to wages in the Retail Award in force as at the test time (18 May 2015)

rather than the wages in the Retail Award as at 1 July 2015 (see

Ground 5 of the Hart appeal);

(e) Whether Coles failed to take reasonable steps to explain the terms of

the 2014 Agreement and the effect of those terms to the relevant

employees (see Ground 6 of the Hart appeal and the AMIEU appeal);

and

(f) The alleged failure to accord procedural fairness by failing to hold a

public hearing, failing to have regard to materials provided to the

Commission and failing to call for written submissions (see Ground 7

of the Hart appeal and the AMIEU appeal).

20. In addition to the grounds expressly stated in the notices of appeal, a

separate issue has arisen in relation to whether the 2014 Agreement passes

the BOOT. That is, the operation of the “flex up” clause in the 2014

Agreement.6 The flex up clause provides that where a part-time team

member is offered voluntary additional hours up to a maximum of 38

hours per week7 and accepts those voluntary hours, they will be paid at the

casual rate.

Appeal grounds in relation to which permission to appeal was
granted

21. The Full Bench has granted the Appellants permission to appeal only on

the grounds of appeal relating to the BOOT, that is, Grounds 1-4 of Hart’s

notice of appeal and Grounds 1-3 and 5 of the AMIEU’s notice to appeal.

6 See clause 4.4.9. See the flex up clause in cl. 5.2.5(b) of the 2011 Agreement.
7 Or 48 hours in any week of December, January and at Easter.
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22. In submitting to the contrary,8 the Appellants rely on [57] of the decision to

grant permission to appeal decision (Permission Decision),9 which on

its face appears to grant permission to appeal on all grounds:

“For the reasons advanced above we grant an extension to the
AMIEU to lodge its appeal outside the 21 day time limit. We grant
permission to appeal to Hart and the AMIEU on the grounds set out
in paragraphs 1-7 of Hart’s appeal and paragraphs 1-7 of the AMIEU
appeal.”

23. Coles submits that [57] is a slip and that the Full Bench intended to grant

permission to appeal only on the BOOT grounds. This is demonstrated by

the following four matters.

24. First, Hart expressly abandoned one of his grounds of appeal — Ground 5

— at the permission to appeal hearing.10 Hart’s submissions in this appeal

also abandon this ground.11 The Full Bench could not have intended to

grant Hart permission to appeal on a ground that his Counsel had

abandoned as clearly wrong. This alone conclusively demonstrates that

[57] is a slip.

25. Secondly, at [56] of the Permission Decision, the Full Bench dealt with

permission to appeal in the AMIEU appeal:

“We also grant [the AMIEU] permission to appeal on the same
grounds as granted in Hart’s appeal.”

26. This passage makes clear that the AMIEU was granted permission to

appeal only on the same grounds as Hart. Yet Ground 4 of the AMIEU

notice of appeal is not one of the grounds in Hart’s notice of appeal. It

follows that the AMIEU was refused permission to appeal on Ground 4.

Again, this shows that [57] is a slip.

27. The passage quoted above presupposes that earlier in the decision Hart

had already been granted permission to appeal on some grounds but not

others. It is therefore necessary to look at the earlier parts of the decision

8 See Hart’s submissions at [16].
9 Hart v Coles Supermarkets Australia Pty Ltd [2015] FWCFB 7090.
10 See Transcript PN290-293, referring to [26] of SDA’s written submission dated 6 October 2015,
which in turn refers to Ground 5 of Hart’s appeal.
11 See [17].
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to determine on which grounds both appellants were given permission to

appeal.

28. Thirdly, the Full Bench had in its reasons expressly rejected Ground 6 of

Hart’s and the AMIEU notices of appeal, that is the ground that complains

that the Agreement was not properly explained to employees. At [26] of

the Permission Decision, the Full Bench concluded:

“We are not persuaded that [this] ground of appeal establish [sic] a
case of appealable error.”12

29. Clearly, the Full Bench could not have intended to grant permission to

appeal on a ground that it did not think was arguable. This is particularly

in circumstances where the Full Bench made it clear that it had concerns

about the public interest in granting permission to appeal in the

circumstances in which this appeal has been brought13 and relied on the

fact that there was an arguable case in relation to the BOOT in granting

permission to appeal.14

30. Further, at [56] of the Permission Decision, the Full Bench expressly

limited the further evidence that the parties would be allowed to lead on

the appeal to evidence going to the BOOT grounds of appeal:

“A crucial circumstance in this matter is our decision to grant
permission to appeal to Hart and provide for a process of considering
further evidence relating to the appeal grounds concerning the
BOOT.”

31. It would be manifestly unfair to grant Hart permission to appeal on

Ground 6 – that the effect of the Agreement was not properly explained to

employees – without giving Coles an opportunity to lead further evidence

on that issue. This is an issue about which Coles could have led additional

evidence before Commissioner Bull had there been a dispute about it. But

there was no dispute. This is a complaint that is being raised for the first

12 The passage refers to the “fourth ground of appeal”. This reflects the Full Bench’s own
numbering of the grounds, set out at [18]–[22] of the decision. The “fourth ground” in the Full
Bench’s numbering corresponds to Ground 6 in the notices of appeal.
13 See at [44].
14 See at [46].
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time on appeal. Indeed, this prejudice is amplified by Hart’s submissions,

which criticise Coles for not leading evidence on this issue.15

32. If Hart was permitted to agitate this complaint for the first time on appeal,

Coles would have had to be given an opportunity to lead additional

evidence to meet the complaint. This is an opportunity that it did not have

at first instance because neither Hart nor the AMIEU raised this issue

before Commissioner Bull.16 Yet in [56] of the Permission Decision, the

Full Bench confined further evidence to evidence going to the BOOT.

Again, this shows that the Full Bench was intending to refuse permission to

appeal on Ground 6.

33. Fourthly, it is clear that the Full Bench also intended to refuse permission

to appeal on Ground 7 of Hart’s and the AMIEU’s notices of appeal (the

natural justice ground). At [26] of the Permission Decision, the Full Bench

decided not to deal with this ground:

Given our finding in respect to the [BOOT] grounds of appeal it is not
necessary to consider [this] ground of appeal.17

34. Clearly, the Full Bench could not have intended to grant permission to

appeal on a ground without considering its merits. The only sensible

reading of this paragraph is that the Full Bench has refused permission to

appeal on the natural justice ground because this ground has become

superfluous. The Full Bench has decided to revisit the issue of the BOOT

on the merits. The natural justice issue therefore falls away.

35. By reason of the above, it is clear that the Full Bench intended to grant the

appellants permission to appeal only on the BOOT grounds. If necessary,

[57] of the Permission Decision should be amended as follows:

“For the reasons advanced above we grant an extension to the
AMIEU to lodge its appeal outside the 21 day time limit. We grant
permission to appeal to Hart and the AMIEU on the grounds set out
in paragraphs 1-74 of Hart’s appeal and paragraphs 1-73 and 5 of the
AMIEU appeal.”

15 See at [67]-[68].
16 To avoid doubt, if the Full Bench decides to permit the appellants to agitate Ground 6, Coles will
apply to lead additional evidence about how the terms and effect of the Agreement were explained
to employees.
17 Again, the numbering of the grounds in this passage refers to the Full Bench’s own numbering.
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D. BACKGROUND TO THE APPEAL

Bargaining for the 2014 Agreement

36. The 2014 Agreement covers 77,507 employees (see [2] of the Decision,

AB 1). The 2014 Agreement replaces six different existing enterprise

agreements (see [3] of the Decision, AB 1).18

37. During negotiations for the 2014 Agreement, there were six Bargaining

Representatives (as well as Coles): the SDA, the AMIEU, the Transport

Workers’ Union of Australia (TWU), the Australian Workers’ Union

(AWU) and two employee bargaining representatives. The negotiations

were conducted over a period of more than seven months with at times up

to 40 people.

38. The lengthy negotiations for the 2014 Agreement were punctuated by

numerous legal proceedings and protected industrial action. This included

scope order proceedings initiated by the AMIEU and separately by the

TWU, as well as contested applications for protected action ballot orders

and the subsequent taking of such industrial action by members of the

AMIEU.19

39. On 18 May 2015, Coles made an application for approval of the 2014

Agreement (AB 13). The application was accompanied by a Form F16 –

Application for Approval of an Enterprise Agreement (AB 14-21) and a

Form F17 – Employer’s Statutory Declaration in Support of an Application

for Approval of an Enterprise Agreement (AB 23-59) (both dated 18 May

2015).

40. Each of the union Bargaining Representatives filed Form F18 Statutory

Declarations (see AB 61-78). Each of the SDA, TWU and AWU supported

the approval of the 2014 Agreement. The AMIEU supported the approval

of the 2014 Agreement subject to the Commission being satisfied that the

2014 Agreement passed the BOOT.

18 See footnote 2 above.
19 As well as concurrent litigation in the Federal Circuit Court and the Full Court of the Federal
Court between Coles and the TWU in relation to the appropriate modern award to be used for the
purposes of the BOOT.
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41. The voting on the 2014 Agreement took place between 29 April 2015 and 5

May 2015 (see AB 29). Of the 36,016 Coles employees who voted, 32,966

(over 90%) voted to approve the 2014 Agreement (see AB 30).

42. The 2014 Agreement provided average annual wage increases of 3% (ahead

of inflation, as will be discussed below). Further, penalty rates remained

unchanged from the 2011 Agreement (as will be discussed below).

Approval of the 2014 Agreement in the Commission

43. On 26 May 2015, Cullinan wrote to the Commission in his personal

capacity setting out various concerns he had in relation to the 2014

Agreement passing the BOOT (see AB 79-88). Cullinan did not provide a

copy of this email to Coles, nor does it appear from the email that it was

copied to any of the other Bargaining Representatives.

44. On 9 June 2015, the Commission wrote to Coles and the union Bargaining

Representatives setting out various concerns that it had in relation to

whether the 2014 Agreement passed the BOOT. The email proposed

various undertakings to be provided by Coles to ensure that the proposed

2014 Agreement passed the BOOT. On 17 June 2015, Coles provided

various undertakings to the Commission in relation to the 2014 Agreement

(see AB 93-113).

45. On 22 and 23 June 2014, the AMIEU, Coles and the Commission engaged

in email correspondence in relation to the undertakings provided by Coles

(see AB 114-118).

46. The 2014 Agreement was approved by the Commission on 10 July 2015

with three undertakings, which were, in summary (AB 1-10):

(a) Payment of a casual loading of 25% instead of 20% (in place of clause

4.3 of the 2014 Agreement);

(b) Payment of 60% of the adult wages for 17 year old juniors and 70% of

the adult wage for 18 year old juniors (in place of clause 3.5.1 of the

2014 Agreement); and

(c) A reconciliation clause to ensure take home pay for a 4 week roster

cycle for casuals and juniors is more than they would be entitled to
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under the Award, where such team member requests the

reconciliation within 28 days of the reconciliation period (meaning

each twelve month period from the employee’s anniversary start

date).

Initiating the appeal

47. Hart is an employee of Coles in the Kenmore store in Queensland who

performs trolley collecting duties. Hart is a member of the SDA.

Notwithstanding that Hart’s Bargaining Representative supported the

approval of the 2014 Agreement, Hart has appealed the approval.

48. Hart’s representative in this appeal is Cullinan. Cullinan is a Senior

Industrial Officer for the National Tertiary Education Union (NTEU), an

industrial association that has nothing to do with Coles. Cullinan is not an

employee of Coles nor was he involved in the negotiation of the 2014

Agreement.

49. The idea to appeal the approval of the 2014 Agreement came from

Cullinan. Cullinan, who would not have had standing to appeal himself,

sought from Hart (who does have standing) co-operation to prosecute the

appeal (with Cullinan supporting him). Cullinan wrote the following

Facebook message to Hart on 12 July 2015 at 1:00 pm:20

“Yes. That is fine. I am thinking about whether an appeal is
worthwhile. It would need a Coles staff member to be the
Applicant I think.” (emphasis added)

Permission to appeal

50. On 24 August 2015, Hart served on Coles a notice seeking that Coles

produce rosters (and other information) in relation to every Coles

supermarket in the country.

51. On 1 September 2015, Coles made an application to strike out the appeal.

Coles also requested that the strike out application and the issue of whether

Hart be granted permission to appeal be heard at the same time, and

separately from the substantive merits of the appeal.21

20 See PN 813-814 of the Transcript of the hearing on 2 February 2016.
21 See Form F1-Application filed 1 September 2015.
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52. At a directions hearing on 10 September 2015, Deputy President Kovacic

on behalf of the Full Bench agreed to hear Coles’ strike out and the

permission to appeal argument separately from the substantive appeal

itself.

53. At this directions hearing, Coles argued against the Commission requiring

Coles to produce the documents sought in the notice to produce.

Ultimately, Deputy President Kovacic, on behalf of the Full Bench, decided

that Coles ought to produce rosters only in relation to two stores that Coles

itself was permitted to select.22 On 18 September 2015, Coles produced to

Hart the rosters for the Benalla and Northcote stores.

54. This was the first time that the Full Bench refused Hart permission to seek

documentation and information (and later to produce evidence) on a much

wider scale. As will be discussed below, this is a critical issue in the

resolution of this appeal.

55. On 13 October 2015, the Full Bench heard Coles’ strike out application and

the issue of whether permission to appeal ought to be granted. Ultimately,

the Commission dismissed Coles’ strike out application and granted Hart

permission to appeal.23 As outlined above, the Full Bench noted, at [47]

(emphasis added):

“… we propose to grant permission to appeal and allow the parties
to lead such additional evidence as they see fit. A member of
this Bench will give directions and convene a hearing to receive that
evidence. We would then convene a hearing to determine whether the
appeal should be allowed and determine any consequential measures
arising from our analysis of the evidence.”

New evidence on the appeal

56. On 5 November 2015, Hart issued to Coles an undated notice to produce

seeking, relevantly, the following documents:

(a) A copy of the store and/or department rosters for each of the Relevant

Stores for the month of May 2015;

22 See Form F52 Order Requiring Production of Documents etc. to the Fair Work Commission of
Deputy President Kovacic dated 10 September 2015.
23 [2015] FWCFB 7090.
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(b) A copy of the personal roster, where it exists, for those persons

employed at each of the Relevant Stores for the month of May 2015;

and

(c) In relation to each person employed by the respondents at the

Relevant Stores as at 18 May 2015 and in a form that allows the

information to be referenced to the rosters produced above:

(i) Their employment status (casual, ongoing part-time, ongoing

full-time or otherwise) on 18 May 2015;

(ii) Their age on 18 May 2015;

(iii) Their length of service on 18 May 2015 (for each person whose

age was 20); and

(iv) Their classification under clause(s) 3.1 and/or 3.2 of the

Agreement on 18 May 2015.

57. For the purposes of the notice to produce, the Relevant Stores were defined

as the Northcote and Benalla stores; the Coles Dandenong store located at

23-26 Princes Highway, Dandenong, Victoria; the Coles Craigieburn store

located at Craigieburn Road and Windrock Avenue, Craigieburn, Victoria;

and the Coles Victoria Gardens store located at Victoria Street and Burnley

Street, Richmond, Victoria.

58. Coles objected to the notice to produce and a directions hearing took place

on 6 November 2015. At the hearing, Commissioner Roe, on behalf of the

Full Bench, made the following observation, at PN 11:

“I think what we had in mind as a Full Bench was that the
information in respect of the Benalla store and the Northcote
store can be fleshed out in a manner as required by the
appellant in this matter, and I think item 6 [see [56](c)
above] of the schedule is pretty much the sort of thing that
we would have thought is necessary to flesh out that
information. And then of course Coles would have an
opportunity to put in any evidence that they thought was
relevant and important in response, and we would then
hear that evidence and then report back to the Full Bench and the
parties would have opportunity to make submissions, including
submissions about the relevance or otherwise, or admissibility or
otherwise, of particular evidence that had been before me. That’s
essentially the way I see the matter, having consulted as I said with
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the Presidential Member, so I'm going to give the parties an
opportunity to respond to that.” (emphasis added)

59. The directions hearing was adjourned with directions given to parties to

put on evidence and submissions in relation to the notice to produce.

60. On 10 November 2015, Hart made an application to adduce further

evidence on the appeal, which included:

(a) evidence contained in the witness statement of Joshua James

Cullinan dated 25 September 2015 (which detailed an analysis of the

Northcote and Benalla stores) (referred to as Category A);

(b) updated analysis of this Cullinan statement to take into account the

ages of the employees, their classifications and actual hours worked

(referred to as Category B); and

(c) an analysis of the earnings under each of the Agreement and the

Award for the employees employed at Coles Dandenong, Coles

Craigieburn and Coles Victoria Gardens in the week of May 2015

taking into account the ages of the employees and their classifications

and based on actual hours worked in the month of May 2015

(referred to as Category C).

61. Hart’s notice to produce and application to adduce further evidence came

back before Commission Roe on 13 November 2015. During the hearing,

Commissioner Roe, in ex tempore reasons, said as follows, at PN 548:

“The Full Bench has decided that it should now inform itself by
considering relevant evidence, including consideration of the issue of
whether or not to admit that evidence. The Full Bench has delegated
to me the task of receiving the evidence and managing the process of
receiving the evidence. Once I have heard the evidence I will report to
the Full Bench.”

The Commissioner then said, at PN 551:

“In making that decision [on whether the appeal ought to be allowed]
the Full Bench will obviously consider whether or not the evidence
supports a finding of appellable error or whether it is evidence which
should or should not be brought into consideration after the finding of
appellable error.”
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62. In respect of Category A, the Commissioner said, at PN 551: “The first

sentence of paragraph 47 of the permission to appeal decision makes it

clear that I should be considering the Category “A” evidence as part of my

information gathering role. I will do so.”

63. In respect of Category B, the Commissioner said, at PN 557: “The

information … should be updated to include the employment status –

casual, part-time, full-time or otherwise – as at the 18 May 2015 and age

as at 18 May 2015 and classification.” The Commissioner also said at PN

560: “In respect of the issue of casuals I consider that Coles should

produce information in respect of the hours actually worked for each of

the casuals engaged at Northcote and Benalla in the relevant period,

including, the age and classification variables as per the other rosters.”

64. The Commissioner then said, at PN 562-563, in respect of the actual hours

issue:

“…The cost and delay of obtaining this information outweighs the
benefits… .”

65. In respect of Category C, the Commissioner dealt with the competing

benefits and difficulties in providing this evidence. Ultimately the

Commissioner concluded, at PN 569-570:

“There are many factors which might lead to variations as to how
work is distributed within the store compared to other stores.
Opening hours is one factor but there are a number of other possible
variables. And it's not necessary nor practical to have data which
deals with all the possible variables.

I think it’s important to recognise that the Commission is required to
deal with agreement matters expeditiously and there must be
reasonable limits on the amount of data required as part of the
approval process. So my conclusion is that data from other stores is
likely to be of marginal assistance and it doesn’t outweigh the cost in
terms of time, that is delay of this process, and cost to Coles in this
matter.”

66. The Commissioner then made directions detailing the procedural steps

leading up to the appeal.

67. This was the second time that the Full Bench refused Hart permission to

seek documentation and information (and to produce evidence) on a much

wider scale. By the conclusion of this directions hearing, the Full Bench
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had twice made rulings that firmly set out the parameters for evidence in

this appeal. In short, that evidence comprised an analysis of the wages

(base wages, penalty, overtime and allowances) earned by employees at the

Benalla and Northcote stores by reference to those employees’

employment status, ages, classifications and rostered hours.24

68. Critically, the evidence did not include:

(a) An analysis of wages of employees employed by Coles to work in

stores other than Northcote and Benalla; nor

(b) An analysis of wages of employees at the Northcote and Benalla stores

based on actual hours worked.

E. APPEAL GROUNDS and FURTHER EVIDENCE

69. Notwithstanding Coles’ submissions in relation to the grounds of appeal set

out in Attachment F, it is not strictly necessary for the Full Bench to

determine whether the decision of Commissioner Bull in approving the

2014 Agreement was attended by error. This is because Coles accepts that

the Full Bench of the Commission may admit the fresh evidence in this

appeal. Specifically, this evidence is the evidence that was collected by

Commissioner Roe on 2 February 2016. Coles accepts that where fresh

evidence is admitted on an appeal, an appellate court, in this case the Full

Bench, can set aside the decision below even in the absence of error.25

F. BOOT LEGAL PRINCIPLES

General approach

70. Section 193(1) of the FW Act provides that an enterprise agreement passes

the BOOT if the Commission is satisfied, as at the test time, that each

award covered employee, and each prospective award covered employee,

for the agreement would be better off overall if the agreement applied to

the employee than if the relevant modern award applied to that employee.

24 Note that the analysis was also based on, in respect of casual employees, actual hours worked.
25 See Coal and Allied Operations Pty Ltd v AIRC (2000) 203 CLR 194 at [14] (Gleeson CJ,
Gaudron and Hayne JJ) and Clodumar v Nauru Lands Committee (2012) 245 CLR 561 at [60]
(French CJ, Gummow, Hayne and Bell JJ). Note that Hart’s Submissions (at [19]) incorrectly
ignore this aspect of Coal and Allied.
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71. Section 193(7) provides that for the purposes of determining whether an

enterprises agreement passes the BOOT, if a class of employees to which a

particular employee belongs would be better off if the agreement applied to

that class than if the relevant modern award applied to that class, the

Commission is entitled to assume, in the absence of evidence to the

contrary, that the employee would be better off overall if the agreement

applied to the employee.

72. There has not as yet been a decision of the Federal Court that has

considered the operation of s.193. Rather, there are a number of

Commission decisions that have applied s.193.

73. The test was recently set out by a Full Bench in AKN Pty Ltd t/a Aitkin

Crane Services [2015] FWCFB 1833. In that case, the Full Bench said at

[43]:

“In the Full Bench decision in Armacell Australia Pty Ltd the
requirements of the proper application of the better off overall test
were described in the following way:

[41] The BOOT, as the name implies, requires an overall
assessment to be made. This requires the identification of
terms which are more beneficial for an employee, terms
which are less beneficial and an overall assessment of
whether an employee would be better off under the
agreement. ….”26

74. The application of the BOOT is a matter that involves the exercise of

discretion, and involves a degree of subjectivity or value judgment.27

Consideration of terms of the Agreement only or the actual
circumstances of employment

75. An important issue in considering the BOOT is whether it involves an

analysis of matters other than simply the terms and conditions of the

26 See also Armacell Australia Pty Ltd [2010] FWAFB 9985 at [41]; NTEIU v University of New
South Wales [2011] FWAFB 5163 at [46]-[47] and Solar Systems Pty Ltd [2012] FWAFB 6397 at
[11]-[15]. See also a number of single instance decisions of the Commission, including Re Colin
Jellifish! Pty Ltd [2012] FWA 9640 at [49], Glen Eden Thoroughbreds Pty Ltd [2010] FWA 7217 at
[66], Top End Consulting Pty Ltd [2010] FWA 6442 at [30], HBC Tasmania Pty Ltd [2014] FWC
7335 at [36], Rooty Hill RSL Club Limited [2014] FWCA 2191 at [37]-[38] and Rapid Response
Security Pty Ltd [2013] FWC 3731 at [20].
27 See TWU v Jarman Ace Pty Ltd [2014] FWCFB 7097 at [28]. Curiously, Hart’s submissions refer,
in an attempt to outline some principles in relation to the BOOT, to FUA v CFA [2015] FCAFC 1,
which is not about the BOOT and only refers to it in passing.
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enterprise agreement itself against those in any relevant reference

instrument such as actual rosters. Conversely, can the Full Bench consider

any hypothetical circumstances that would be permitted on the face of the

terms and conditions in the agreement? The latter approach has been said

to have support in two Full Bench decisions: Re MSA Security Officers

Certified Agreement 2003,28 and Bupa Care Services Pty Ltd.29

76. The Full Bench in both decisions described above stated clearly that

hypothetical rostering practices in the future (for example, whether an

employee would work overtime hours voluntarily or an employer would

“fiddle” with rosters) ought not be considered. Neither the decision inMSA

Security Officers nor Bupa stand for the proposition that the Full Bench in

this proceeding is at liberty to consider whether, in hypothetical

circumstances, an employee may or may not be worse off.

77. Indeed, the parties in this appeal have not submitted that the terms and

conditions of the 2014 Agreement and the Retail Award ought be

considered against each other in a vacuum. Rather, each party (Hart in

particular, from the outset of the appeal) has expressly sought to assess the

BOOT by reference to actual rosters pursuant to which the relevant Coles

employees work.

78. Coles’ position in relation to this issue is supported by the legislative

provisions of the FW Act dealing with enterprise agreements, as well as

other decisions of the Commission.

Provisions of the FW Act

79. The objects of the FW Act clearly set out that the role of the Commission, in

applying the FW Act, is to facilitate the making of enterprise agreements.

Section 3(f) of the FW Act provides that one of the objects of the Act is “to

achieve productivity and fairness through an emphasis on enterprise-

level collective bargaining”. Further, s.171(a) of the FW Act provides that

one of the objects of Part 2-4 of the FW Act (that Part dealing with

enterprise agreements) is to provide a simple, flexible and fair framework

28 PR937654, Watson SDP, Blain DP, Lewin C, 15 September 2003.
29 [2010] FWAFB 2762.
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that enables collective bargaining in good faith, particularly at the

enterprise level, for enterprise agreements that deliver productivity

benefits. Further, Division 8D of Part 2-4 is headed “FWC’s general role in

facilitating bargaining”. The provisions in Division 8 enable the

Commission to assist the parties in making enterprise agreements,

specifically in bargaining for these agreements.

80. In respect of the facilitative objects of the FW Act in making enterprise

agreements, a Full Bench in McDonald’s Australia Pty Ltd v Shop,

Distributive and Allied Employees Association [2010] FWAFB 4602 said

at [13]:

“The appellants emphasise the facilitative aspects of these
objectives. We agree that these objectives place the primary role
for making enterprise agreements on the parties to those agreements
and their representatives and that the role of Fair Work Australia
(FWA) includes facilitating the making of enterprise agreements. In
general we believe that the requirements for approval should be
considered in a practical, non-technical manner and that reasonable
efforts should be made to clarify matters with the parties and
consider undertakings to clarify or remedy concerns to the extent
that these may be available under s 190 of the Act.” (emphasis added)

81. An approach to approving enterprise agreements that permits the

Commission to postulate hypothetical scenarios that may result in

employees not being better off overall under the agreement as compared

with the relevant reference award, is not a facilitative approach to the

making of enterprise agreements. While, of course, the Commission must

be satisfied that an enterprise agreement passes the BOOT,30 the

Commission ought assess the BOOT in a principled and practical way

based on evidence and materials before it. When those materials and

evidence constitute actual rosters worked by employees of the applicant

employer, then that is the evidence upon which the Commission moves.

30 In this respect, see s.3(c) of the FW Act.
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Commission decisions

82. In Re Toys ‘R’ Us Enterprise Flexibility Agreement 1994,31 Vice-President

Ross considered an application to improve what was then called a

“enterprise flexibility agreement” pursuant to s.170NA(2) of the then

Industrial Relations Act 1998 (Cth). One of the statutory tests that needed

to be satisfied to approve an enterprise flexibility agreement was that the

agreement did not, in relation to its terms and conditions of employment,

disadvantage employees who were covered by the agreement

(s.170NC(1)(d)).32

83. In the proceeding, the applicant employer submitted a number of examples

of the practical impact of the agreement on employees based on the

standard working conditions of employees for each of the relevant

classifications. The SDA (which opposed the approval of the enterprise

flexibility agreement) also submitted a range of examples of the practical

impact of the agreement. In relation to these submissions, Ross VP said (at

page 11):

“In resolving the conflict in the material provided I have decided to
place more weight on the examples submitted by the applicant. In
my view it is more appropriate to make an assessment of
the likely impact of the agreement based on the current
pattern of work rather than on theoretical possibilities. I
recognise the limitations inherent in such an approach in
that the current pattern of work may alter. Indeed Mr
Bashinsky [a witness on behalf of the applicant] conceded in the
course of his evidence that it was not possible to forecast whether the
current hours of work will be altered after the implementation of the
agreement … However such material represents the best
guide available in the circumstances. In the event that the
pattern of work does change after the implementation of the
agreement such that the continued operation of the agreement would

31 S Print L9066, Ross VP, 3 February 1995.
32 See s.170NC(2) of the Industrial Relations Act 1998 (Cth) (IR Act), which provided that an
agreement was taken to disadvantage employees in relation to the terms and conditions of
employment only if, relevantly, the approval of the implementation of the agreement would result in
the reduction of any entitlements or protections of employees under an award or other law of the
Commonwealth (or of a State) and also that in the context of their terms and conditions of
employment considered as a whole, the Commission considered that the reduction was contrary to
the public interest.
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be unfair to the employees then the operation of the agreement may
be reviewed under s.170NN.”33 (emphasis added)

84. A similar observation was made by the Commission in Serco Immigration

Services Agreement 2014 [2014] FWCA 5322. In that case, Bissett C said

at [7]:

“The UCIW also say that a Client Service Manager (CSM) working
the same roster as the employee mentioned above would not be better
off overall. Whilst this may be the case; there is no evidence provided
that there is a CSM working this roster or that a supervisor would
work this roster such that I could be satisfied that he or she would not
be better off overall. The task in considering the better off
overall test is not to develop mythical rosters that are not
worked for the purpose of determining the BOOT but rather
to consider whether an award covered employee or
prospective award covered employee would be better off
overall. There is no evidence that a CSM would work the
roster suggested by UCIW in their example.” (emphasis
added)

Contingent benefits and disadvantages

85. The Commission, in assessing the BOOT, can take into consideration

advantages and disadvantages that are contingent on certain events

occurring, such as termination of employment or those that are only

related to a small proportion of employees.34

86. There has been, however, little analysis of the manner in which such

contingent benefits ought be considered and the weight that ought be given

to those benefits as compared, for example, to advantages or disadvantages

that are not contingent. One exception is the decision of Commissioner

Asbury in Glen Eden Thoroughbreds Pty Ltd [2010] FWA 7217. In that

case, the Commissioner said, at [66], that:

“I do not accept the submission for the employer that because the
impugned clauses do not directly and negatively affect wages, hours

33 Section 170NN of the IR Act provided that at any time while an enterprise flexibility agreement
was in force, the Full Bench could review the operation of the agreement and, amongst other things,
terminate the agreement, accept an undertaking in relation to the agreement’s operation or vary the
agreement. Similar provisions exist in the FW Act (see Division 7 of Part 2-4).
34 See McDonalds Australia Pty Ltd [2010] FWAFB 4602 at [53]-[55], TWU v Jarman Ace Pty Ltd
at [14]-[28], Jellifish! at [58]-[59] and Glen Eden at [56]-[58]. Note that in HBC Tasmania,
Commissioner Lee appeared to suggest, at [44], that contingent benefits ought not be taken into
account. To the extent that this was the approach suggested by the Commissioner, this is
inconsistent with other authority and is not correct.
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and leave conditions under the Award, they do not defeat the better
off overall test. The test requires consideration by FWA of whether
each award covered employee and prospective award covered
employee would be better off overall if the agreement applied to the
employee than if the relevant award applied. The test encompasses
all of the terms of the Award and not just those prescribing wages,
hours and leave conditions. I also do not accept that the fact that
Agreement clauses involve contingent matters or discretion on the
part of the employer that may or may not be exercised, should result
in such clauses being viewed differently for the purposes of the better
off overall test. It must be assumed that contingent or discretionary
clauses in agreements will be applied and they must be assessed
against the terms of a relevant award on the same basis as other
provisions of the agreement which do not involve any contingency or
discretion.”

87. Other than the observations of Commissioner Asbury in Glen Eden

Thoroughbreds, other Commission decisions have simply articulated that

various contingent benefits (or detriments) are to be considered when

assessing the BOOT. Some examples of contingent benefits considered in

the Commission in assessing the BOOT are as follows:

(a) Accident make-up pay – in Nepero Pty Ltd [2009] FWA 1712, the

award provided for accident make-up pay while the agreement did

not. The late former Commissioner Whelan said, at [37]:

“As I have noted this agreement makes no provision for accident
makeup pay although three of the reference instruments do so.
Accident make up pay is a contingent benefit. An employee may
never need to access it. To such an employee it is of no financial
benefit. If an employee suffers a work related injury and as a
consequence is unable to work for an extended period, accident
make up pay may be of huge financial significance. When a
regular income, at a particular level, is for example needed to
service a mortgage it may mean the difference between keeping
a house or not.”35

(b) Parental leave – the Commission has on a number of occasions

regarded beneficial parental leave entitlements as a consideration in

the assessment of the BOOT.36

35 See alsoWentworth District Capital Limited Community Bank Enterprise Agreement 2013-2017
[2014] FWCA 2881 at [3] and Sodexo Remote Sites Western Australia and Northern Territory
Offshore Construction Agreement 2013-2015 [2013] FWC 9303 at [3].
36 See Moe RSL Sub-Branch Inc [2011] FWA 909 at [16]-[18], Springvale RSL Sub-Branch Inc
[2011] FWA 910 at [22]-[24], Brisbane Catholic Education Clerical and Administrative Employees
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 2010-2012 [2010] FWAA 5751 at [3] and Toys ‘R’ Us at p.13.
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(c) Salary sacrifice – in Eyre Peninsula Old Folks Home Inc [2011] FWA

1402, Commissioner Hampton assessed a salary sacrifice entitlement

in the agreement as a superior benefit in assessing the BOOT.37

(d) Redundancy – the Commission has on a number of occasions

regarded superior redundancy entitlements in an agreement over and

above the reference award as a factor in assessing a BOOT.38

(e) Study leave – in Toys ‘R’ Us, Ross VP regarded beneficial study leave

entitlements as relevant to a consideration of what was then called the

“no-disadvantage test”.39

(f) Emergency services leave, national disaster leave, jury service, blood

donor leave, bone marrow leave and Defence Force leave – in

McDonald’s Australia Pty Ltd, the Full Bench took into account these

beneficial leave provisions in the agreement in assessing the BOOT.40

Non-monetary benefits

88. It is well established that non-monetary benefits in an agreement over and

above those provided in the relevant reference award can be taken into

consideration in assessing the BOOT. Again, however, there has been little

analysis by the Commission as to how a Commission ought compare non-

monetary benefits with monetary benefits. The issue was considered by

Vice-President Lawler in NTEU v University of New South Wales [2010]

FWAA 9588 at [96]:

“It is trite to observe that awards typically contain both monetary
and non-monetary terms and conditions. Obviously enough, the
BOOT calls for an overall assessment. Comparing monetary terms
and conditions is, at the end of the day, a matter of arithmetic.
There is an obvious problem of comparing apples with
oranges when it comes to including changes to non-
monetary terms and conditions into the ‘overall’
assessment that is required by the BOOT. In such
circumstances the Tribunal must simply do its best and

37 See at [60]. Although note in this case the employer was a Public Benevolent Institution and
therefore the value of salary sacrifice was considerable. See also McDonald’s Australia Pty Ltd v
SDA [2010] FWAFB 4602 at [54].
38 See McDonald’s Australia at [54], Serco Immigration Services Agreement 2014 [2014] FWCA
5322 at [5] andWentworth District Capital Limited at [3].
39 See at p.13.
40 See at [54].
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make what amounts to an impressionistic assessment, albeit
by taking into account any evidence about the significance to
particular classes of employees covered by the Agreement of changes
to particular non-monetary terms that render them less beneficial
than the equivalent non-monetary term in an award. In my view, it
may also be relevant to consider the terms of any existing agreement
and whether there is a relevant change of position when compared to
that existing agreement.”41 (emphasis added)

89. Similarly, in Nepero Pty Ltd [2009] FWA 1712, it was said, at [35]:

“A term and condition of employment is not simply one which can be
quantified in monetary terms. An entitlement to unpaid parental
leave for example, is a condition of employment, the denial of which
would disadvantage an employee but which could not be quantified
and ‘bought out’ in monetary terms. The no disadvantage test is not
simply an accounting exercise.”

90. Hart’s submissions allege that benefits and detriments must be compared

like for like and that a detriment in real wages can only be offset by real

and tangible benefits.42 Hart does not cite any relevant authority for this

proposition (nor is there one) and it is inconsistent with the cases

described above. The FWO v Zillion Zenith case cited by Hart43 (Hart

submissions at [81]) in support of this proposition is not about the BOOT

but rather about underpayment of wages.

Provisions that are not in an award but are contained in the National
Employment Standards

91. If an agreement term is more beneficial than an entitlement or matter that

is dealt with in the National Employment Standards in the FW Act (but is

not otherwise dealt with in the relevant reference award), this can be taken

into account in the assessment of the BOOT.44

Criticisms of Coles’ approach to the BOOT

92. Hart criticises Coles’ approach to assessing the BOOT and the manner in

which Coles seeks to assign a financial benefit to each benefit or detriment.

Hart alleges that Coles’ approach could not have been intended by the

41 Note that this decision was upheld on appeal by a Full Bench in [2011] FWAFB 5163. See also
Rooty Hill RSL Club at [39].
42 See at [8]-[83].
43 [2014] FCCA 433 at [1].
44 See Armacell Australia at [17].
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legislation as it would require the aid of experts to assess the BOOT.45 This

criticism is invalid for three reasons:

(a) It is not for employees to assess the BOOT. The legislature has

delegated that task to the Commission, which regularly relies on

experts to assist it in its statutory tasks;

(b) Hart’s own emphasis on the importance of the BOOT assessment runs

contrary to the argument that the Commission ought not call in aid

experts to assist it in assessing benefits and detriments when

comparing industrial instruments for the purposes of the BOOT; and

(c) Cullinan’s own complex and voluminous evidence attempting to

establish that the 2014 Agreement does not pass the BOOT belies the

argument that Coles’ approach is too complex.

G. SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE

Cullinan

93. Cullinan’s evidence predominantly consists of mathematical calculations of

wages, penalties and overtime that non-casual Coles employees at

Northcote and Benalla, and Hart, would earn under their May 2015 roster,

as compared under the 2014 Agreement against the Award.46

94. To illustrate his calculations, Cullinan focuses on eight employees

(Nominated Employees) as follows:

(a) Employees T, JJ and U from the Northcote store;

(b) Employees G, Q, AA and EE from the Benalla store; and

(c) Hart (pursuant to his May 2015 and September 2015 rosters).

95. Cullinan’s analysis is subject to a number of conditions and assumptions.47

45 See [183]-[188].
46 Note that Cullinan himself says that his statement on 15 December 2015 “is purely a series of
mathematical calculations” (see PN 895).
47 Cullinan December statement at [12]-[25].
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Hart

96. Hart’s evidence may be summarised as being a series of observations about

bargaining for the 2014 Agreement and the application to approve the 2014

Agreement, and the workforce structure of Coles based on the information

filed by Coles in its Form F17. Hart also gives evidence of his rostered

shifts in May and September 2015 and simply repeats the analysis that

Cullinan has done (as described above) as to what Hart would earn under

the 2014 Agreement and under the Award.

97. Following receipt of Coles’ evidence, Hart gave no evidence in reply as to

his own views about the value of non-monetary benefits or the likelihood

that he would access contingent financial benefits.

Cecchini

98. Relevantly, the Cecchini statement attached as Attachment “BC-5” an

expert report (Cecchini Report). The Cecchini Report dealt with the

following matters:

(a) A counter-analysis of Cullinan’s 15 December 2015 statement,

identifying errors in Cullinan’s evidence; and

(b) Undertaking his own analysis of the wages that would be earned by

the 49 Northcote non-casual employees, that 33 Benalla non-casual

employees and Hart (pursuant to his May 2015 and September 2015

rosters) under both the 2014 Agreement and the Award. Further,

Cecchini undertakes a specific analysis of the same Nominated

Employees looked at by Cullinan.

99. In addition, Cecchini ascribes a monetary value to benefits in the

Agreement that can be quantified over and above a simple analysis of

wages (that is, base rate, penalties and overtime). Cecchini does this based

on an annualisation of the May 2015 rosters.

100. Cecchini divides these benefits into three distinct categories:

(a) non-contingent benefits (that is, benefits an employee automatically

receives);

(b) contingent benefits (based on an employee’s choice); and
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(c) contingent benefits (based on an employee’s external circumstances).

101. Cecchini also sets out his valuation methodology in detail in Appendix A of

the Cecchini Report.

102. Cecchini’s evidence will be set out in further detail below, including his

assumptions and the attacks on his evidence in cross-examination.

However, at the outset, Coles submits that Cecchini’s expert evidence ought

to be accepted by the Commission (generally and also to the extent that it is

inconsistent with Cullinan’s evidence) for the following reasons:

(a) Cecchini has considerable expertise that qualifies him to give his

evidence. He has been a Partner of Ernst & Young for ten years

focusing on reward and performance strategy development,

remuneration management, annual and long-term incentive plan

designs and performance management system alignment. He also

worked for 16 years at the Mercer Group focusing on employee

benefits and remuneration consulting.48 Cecchini majored in

mathematics during his university degree and is a Certified Practising

Accountant (although he does not practice as an accountant).49 In

relation to enterprise agreements, Cecchini has formed part of

working groups dealing with various elements of enterprise

agreements, for example, in classification structures or the

determination of benefits or wage rates within an agreement. He has

been working “in this space” over 20 years.50 Cecchini has also

worked in setting and negotiating remuneration arrangements, how

benefits will be valued by an individual being presented with an offer

and comparing that to a separate offer.51

(b) Cecchini was an impressive witness. He answered the questions

asked of him and made appropriate concessions. He was truly

independent. Hart’s submissions allege that he was not

48 See paragraphs [2]-[3] of the Cecchini statement.
49 See PN 973-976.
50 See PN 981-982.
51 See PN 1019 and PN 1327. Strangely, in the face of this expertise, Hart’s submissions allege that
Cecchini did not nominate a field of expertise (see at [38]).
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independent.52 This was never put to Cecchini in cross-examination.

That allegation cannot now be made in submissions.

(c) In contrast to Cecchini, Cullinan does not have expertise in this area.

Cullinan admitted that he had comparatively limited experience (as

compared to representing education employees) in representing the

industrial interests of retail employees.53 Further, as discussed above,

Cullinan did not put himself forward as an expert witness.54

(d) Cullinan was not an impressive or credible witness. He refused to

make appropriate concessions and was evasive in his answers.

Examples are set out below:

(i) Cullinan refused to accept, notwithstanding that he was not an

expert, that when calculating the percentage difference between

wages in an award and in an agreement, the appropriate

methodology is to calculate the difference between the award

and the agreement and divide this amount by the wage under

the agreement.55 Cullinan claimed that he put in both methods

in his statement. However, the method used by Cullinan in his

statement, that is, dividing the difference between the

agreement and the award by the award wage, which resulted in a

higher percentage difference, was in the body of his witness

statement. In contrast, the alternative methodology, as

propounded by Cecchini, is buried in Annexure JJC-20 of

Cullinan’s December 2015 statement. Notwithstanding this,

Cullinan says in relation to both percentage differences “they’re

open for everyone to see”.56

(ii) Cullinan, in his calculations, used the casual loading of 20%,

rather than the casual loading of 25% contained in the

undertakings given to Commissioner Bull by Coles as part of the

process of approval of the Agreement. This is admitted by

52 See at [38] and [48].
53 See PN 792.
54 See PN 892.
55 See PN 847.
56 See PN 902.
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Cullinan.57 This approach is inconsistent with the way the FW

Act operates, where undertakings are clearly part of the

enterprise agreement itself and are enforceable as a term.58 As a

senior industrial officer with the NTIEU, it should be inferred

that Cullinan would be well aware of the effect of an

undertaking. Further, when Commissioner Roe put to Cullinan

that his view was clearly incorrect, he accepted that this was

true, but still would not concede that his analysis was

incorrect.59

(iii) At paragraph [204] of Cullinan’s December 2015 statement, he

incorrectly calculates 5.5 hours x $31.46 as resulting in the

figure of $157.30. This figure is corrected by Cecchini (at p.24,

footnote 1) as well as in the Galbraith statement. Both Cecchini

and Galbraith corrected the error in identical fashion, that is, the

correct figure is $173.03. Cullinan said that he corrected his

mistake in his February 2016 statement as a result of reading

Galbraith’s statement. However, when it was put to him in

cross-examination that if Cecchini says the same thing about

this error as Galbraith, he would accept that Cecchini’s

calculation is right. Extraordinarily, Cullinan would not accept

this.

(iv) Notwithstanding the differences in expertise and experience

between Cullinan and Cecchini (and notwithstanding that

Cullinan did not put himself forward as an expert, in cross-

examination), Cullinan would not accept that Cecchini was far

more qualified than him to perform the analysis of comparative

financial benefits of the 2014 Agreement with the Award. This is

a concession that simply ought readily have been made by

Cullinan on any rational basis.60

57 See PN 852.
58 See s.191 of the FW Act. See [13] of Hart’s submissions where this is accepted.
59 See PN 853-854.
60 See PN 878.
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103. Cullinan was a strident advocate who did not give objective evidence about

the value of benefits in the 2014 Agreement as compared with those in the

Award. He did not seek to assist the Commission in making its BOOT

assessment (for example, see the issue on the casual loading above) and

conducted himself simply as an advocate for his own personal view (as well

as an advocate for Hart). His evidence should not be accepted, including to

the extent that it is inconsistent with Cecchini’s evidence.

Louise Rolland

104. Louise Rolland gave expert evidence in her capacity as a labour

demographer and Executive Director of Ernst & Young’s Advisory Service

since 2007.61 Rolland also gave evidence, none of which was challenged, of

her skills and experience. Among other things, Rolland has at least 20

years’ experience working in the labour sector and was for seven years

Professor of Work and Ageing at Swinburne University, where she was

Chair of the Centre for Work and Ageing.62 For the last 10 years she has

filled a very senior role at Ernst & Young (where she focuses on labour

demographics and employee benefits).

105. Rolland gave evidence that she reviewed the 2014 Agreement and the

Award and identified numerous entitlements in the 2014 Agreement that

are more beneficial than the Retail Award and that provide employees with

benefits that have a substantial value which is not directly remunerative.

Rolland referred to the value of those benefits as having “intrinsic value”.

106. Rolland identified that employees place a higher value on entitlements that

have intrinsic value.63 In this regard, she identified that remuneration is

ranked third (behind two matters of purely intrinsic value) in terms of job-

seeker priority.64 As will be discussed below, the Commission has adopted

this approach.

107. Rolland gave evidence that intrinsic value was inherently difficult to

quantify but that she had developed four scenario-based models that

61 Exhibit C4, [2]-[3] and Exhibit LR-1.
62 Rolland Report, Exhibit LR-1.
63 Exhibit C4, Exhibit LR-5 (Rolland Report), [2].
64 Rolland Report, [4].
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allowed her to quantify part of the intrinsic value in the 2014 Agreement.

To do so, Rolland identified four key benefit categories driven by above-

Award entitlements in the 2014 Agreement:

(a) increasing an employee’s ability to commit to and undertake non-

work activities (Work-Life Benefit);65

(b) reducing the burden of providing care (Caring Support Benefit);66

(c) enhancing an employee’s individual wellbeing (Wellbeing

Benefit);67 and

(d) ameliorating the negative effects of domestic and family violence

(Domestic Violence Support Benefit).68

108. Rolland gave evidence that assigning a monetary value to benefits that

provide an intrinsic value is difficult and a novel undertaking. However,

Rolland identified that part of the intrinsic value could be quantified by

reference to scenario-based models she developed, as follows:

(a) In the case of the Work-Life Benefit, Rolland recognised that a

common non-work activity is further study. Having done so, Rolland

quantified the value of this benefit by reference to the annualised

future financial value of attaining further educational qualification.69

(b) In the case of the Caring Support Benefit, Rolland found that caring

responsibilities affect an employee’s ability to work and require

outsourced care to be purchased. In that context, Rolland quantified

the value of this benefit by reference to the value of maintaining full

working capacity and avoiding the cost of outsourced care.70

(c) In the case of the Wellbeing Benefit, Rolland identified the correlation

between poor wellness and leaving the workforce, and quantified this

65 Rolland Report, [52]-[55].
66 Rolland Report, [68]-[75].
67 Rolland Report, [46]-[51].
68 Rolland Report, [56]-[67].
69 Rolland Report, [85]-[93].
70 Rolland Report, [103]-[113].
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benefit by reference to the avoidance of a cost associated with

premature exit from the workforce.71

(d) In the case of the Domestic Violence Support Benefit, Rolland

identified the close link between domestic violence and loss of

employment, and was able to quantify the value of the benefit through

that prism.72

109. Rolland applied her modelling to each Nominated Employee and

concluded that the following intrinsic value accrued to each employee:73

Ref T JJ U G Q AA EE D.H (May) D.H. (Sept)

Wellbeing 258 106 343 364 81 250 148 119 138
Work-Life 4,082 752 4,753 4,920 1,925 2,718 1,088 2,371 2,550
D Violence 262 107 348 370 83 254 150 120 140
Caring 1,125 464 1,492 1,584 358 1,088 648 519 602

Total ($) 5,727 1,429 6,936 7,238 2,447 4,310 2,034 3,129 3,430

110. Rolland said that her analysis was by necessity incomplete. First, her

modelling did not capture the whole of the intrinsic value associated with

each benefit class. Further, Rolland said that employees receive additional

intrinsic value from other above-Award benefits in relation to which she

was unable to place a monetary figure or develop a model. In this regard,

Rolland made specific reference to benefits she referred to as “community

connectedness” and “financial health”.

David Baker

111. Baker was, at the time of making his witness statement, employed by the

Country Fire Authority (CFA) for over nine years. He was the Executive

Manager – Fire and Emergency Management from October 2014 until

August 2015. In August 2015, he was seconded to Emergency Management

Victoria as Program Director – Community Safety Infrastructure. Prior to

his role as Executive Manager at CFA, Baker was employed by the CFA as

Regional Director for the Eastern Metropolitan Region of Victoria from

71 Rolland Report, [77]-[84].
72 Rolland Report, [94]-[102].
73 Rolland Report, [84], [92-3], [101], [113] and [115].
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December 2010 to October 2014. On 2 February 2016, Baker commenced

employment with the Victorian State Emergency Services (SES).74

112. Baker gave evidence that, based on his experience, observations and

conversations with CFA and SES volunteers, serving and protecting the

community in the CFA and SES provides individuals with a strong source

of pride and joy.75 Baker gave evidence that clause 5.9 of the 2014

Agreement, which provides for paid emergency services leave, is of

“significant benefit to employees”, that “employees who volunteer in CFA

or SES gain considerable emotional comfort from having a supportive

employer who does not penalise them for volunteering in the community

and actually pays them for such time off work”, and that there is

emotional and financial security of having access to uncapped paid leave

for attending emergencies in an employee’s local area.76

113. Baker also gave evidence of the benefits of clause 15.13 of the 2014

Agreement, which provides for paid natural disaster leave. Baker said that

clause 5.13 provides significant intrinsic value to employees and that those

employees obtain tremendous emotional and financial benefits of being

able to take time off work and receive pay when they have suffered, or are

about to suffer, harm as a result of a natural disaster. Baker also said that

being able to take up to three days paid leave provides considerable benefit

to individuals whose property is affected by a natural disaster and that “this

is because the first few days following a natural disaster is typically

critical for an employee to deal with any loss or harm caused”.77

Kimberley Di Scala

114. Di Scala is the Human Resources Manager/Human Resources and Policy at

Coles, and has been employed in that role since 7 September 2015. Di

Scala has been employed in the Human Resources team at Coles for

approximately ten years.78

74 Baker statement at [8].
75 See Baker statement at [25].
76 See Baker statement at [26]-[31].
77 See Baker statement at [33]-[35]. See also Transcript PN 2002-2005.
78 See Di Scala statement at [2]-[3].
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115. Di Scala gave evidence of the way in which Coles interprets and

implements in practice clause 3.6 (apprenticeships, school-based

apprenticeships and traineeships) and clause 5.9 (emergency services

leave) in the 2014 Agreement.

116. Di Scala also gave evidence of the numerous benefits provided by Coles

outside the 2014 Agreement. In summary, these include:

(a) access to the myColes card which is provided to permanent full-time

and part-time team members, as well as an additional second card for

a family member or a team members who is in the same household.

The myColes card holder is entitled to a number of discounts such as:

(i) 5% off purchases at Coles, Coles Express, Liquorland, Vintage

Cellars, First Choice Liquor, Target, Office Works, Kmart and

Kmart Tyre and Auto;

(ii) 4 cents off per litre of fuel purchased at Coles Express; and

(iii) other ongoing benefits and discounts, including in relation to

airfares, accommodation, dining, car hire, child care,

information technology, insurance, credit cards and movie

tickets.79 Coles employees are also eligible to receive a Coles

credit card without having to pay an annual $89.00 fee.80

117. Di Scala also gave evidence of Coles’ paid parental leave policy, which

provides that eligible permanent full-time and part-time Coles team

members are entitled to eight weeks of pay (or pro rata for part-time team

members). Team members receive the payments as a four week payment

on the commencement of leave and a four week “Return to Work” payment

when the team member returns to work following their period of parental

leave.81 Di Scala also gave evidence of all Coles employees covered by the

2014 Agreement having access to an Employee Assistance Program, which

79 See Di Scala statement at [15]-[20].
80 See Di Scala statement at [25].
81 See Di Scala statement at [22]-[25].
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includes supporting, advising and educating employees on a wide range of

personal and work-related issues.82

118. Di Scala also tendered a poster which set out that a Coles employee can

save:

(a) $831.00 in relation to benefits available on myColes; and

(b) $981.00 on saving in relation to discounts off groceries, fly-by points

and the saving of the credit card annual fee.83

119. Di Scala also exhibited to her statement (as Attachment “KDS-1”) the

January 2016 edition of Shop Talk, which sets out some examples of Coles’

employees volunteering for rural fire services in South Australia and New

South Wales.

Matt Galbraith

120. Galbraith gave evidence of the value and importance of 32 non-monetary

benefits in the 2014 Agreement. Galbraith also made observations about

errors in Cullinan’s calculations.

121. Galbraith was not cross-examined about his evidence in relation to the

value and importance of those 32 non-monetary benefits in the 2014

Agreement. Rather, Galbraith’s cross-examination predominantly

concerned issues in relation to the SDA and its conduct in relation to

explaining the 2014 Agreement to employees and the approval process.84

This evidence goes to the issue of whether the SDA took reasonable steps to

explain the terms of the 2014 Agreement, and the effect of those terms, to

employees (Ground 6 of the Hart appeal and the AMIEU appeal).85 As

discussed above in these submissions, the Full Bench did not grant

permission to appeal in relation to these grounds of appeal. Further, to the

extent that Galbraith gave evidence in cross-examination about this issue,

it is irrelevant and inadmissible.

82 See Di Scala statement at [26]-[28].
83 See Exhibit C7.
84 See Transcript PN 2223-2235 and 2270-2306.
85 Noting that the requirement to explain the terms of an agreement and the effect of those terms is
an obligation on the employer: see s.180(5) of the FW Act.
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122. Galbraith’s relevant evidence is important because it gives the Commission

an opportunity to have regard to the views of a significant bargaining

representative on behalf of Coles employees who are to be covered by the

2014 Agreement, of the value of non-monetary benefits. The views of the

SDA, one of the bargaining representatives for the 2014 Agreement and the

major union in Australia representing employees in the retail industry, as

to the value of non-monetary benefits ought be given significant weight by

the Commission. A bargaining representative is the employee organisation

of an employee who will be covered by a particular agreement of which that

employee is a member.86

123. Rule 4 of the Rules of the SDA provides that the object of the SDA is to

promote, improve and safeguard the interests of its members industrially,

morally, socially, legally, intellectually and otherwise by all lawful means

deemed necessary by the National Council.

124. In light of the role of the SDA as a bargaining representative in the

negotiations for the 2014 Agreement and its objects as set out above, the

weight given to the views of the SDA in relation to the value of non-

monetary benefits ought be significant.

Limitations of the evidence

125. The Commission, in assessing the BOOT, ought confine its considerations

to the evidence before it, that is, an analysis of the benefits in the 2014

Agreement as against the Retail Award based on the rosters of the 49

permanent employees at Northcote, the 33 permanent employees at

Benalla and Hart. The Commission ought not have regard to, for example:

(a) rosters that may be in place at stores other than Northcote and

Benalla; and

86 See s.176(1) of the FW Act. Note that a person could be a bargaining representative if they are
appointed in writing by a person who will be covered by an enterprise agreement (s.176(1)(c)),
however, an employee organisation cannot be a bargaining representative of an employee unless the
organisation is entitled to represent the industrial interests of the employee in relation to work that
would be performed under the agreement (s.176(3) of the FW Act).
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(b) a consideration of hours that might be worked by employees at

Northcote and Benalla (or at any other store) beyond their rostered

hours.

126. This is the case for the following reasons.

127. As discussed above at paragraphs 49-68, the Full Bench on a number of

occasions, and deliberately, limited the documents and information that

Coles was required to provide to Hart, as well as the scope of the evidence

that the parties could adduce in relation to the appeal. That is, materials

and evidence only in relation to the employees covered by the 2014

Agreement at Benalla and Northcote stores, and Hart. It would be unfair

now for the Commission to go beyond this evidence in making assessments

of the BOOT, in circumstances where the parties have simply not addressed

employees or circumstances other than within the confines of Commission

rulings and orders made in this appeal.

128. Secondly, as has been submitted by Coles on a number of occasions in the

interlocutory procedures throughout this appeal, there has traditionally

been, in appeals, a fetter on a party being permitted to adduce new

evidence. As discussed above at paragraph 69, Coles accepts that this Full

Bench can take into account evidence adduced by the parties on 2 February

2016. However, for the same policy reasons that appeal courts only allow

adducing new evidence in rare and confined circumstances, in this appeal

the Commission should exercise its discretion to limit new evidence that it

relies on in assessing the BOOT to that evidence that relates to the Benalla

and Northcote store rosters, as well as the Hart roster (both in May and

September 2015).

129. The third reason is, in relation to other Coles stores, that the FW Act

permits the Commission to assess that a particular employee would be

better off if a class of employees to that which the particular employee

belongs would be better off if the 2014 Agreement applied to that class than

if the Retail Award applied to that class.87

87 See s.193(7) of the FW Act.
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130. The FW Act does not define the term “class of employees” in this provision

or anywhere else in the FW Act. However, it is evident from the face of the

provision that its purpose is to ensure that the agreement approval process

occurs efficiently and without undue delay, that is, having to assess the

particular circumstances of every employee employed by an employer

covered by a particular enterprise agreement. This is supported by an

observation of the Full Bench in NTEIU v University of New South Wales

(2011) IR 244. In that case, the Full Bench said, at [46]:

“The test, as the name implies, requires an assessment of the overall
benefits to an employee employed under an enterprise agreement as
compared to the relevant award. This consideration does not
require an assessment of the circumstances of each
individual employee but, as s 193(7) allows …” (emphasis added)

131. In Roseneath Aged Care Centre v NSW Nurses & Midwives’ Association

[2013] FWC 4969, Deputy President Gooley applied s.193(7) of the FW Act

to a class of employees who were part-time employees.88

132. That part-time and full-time employees may each be considered a “class”

for the purposes of s.193(7) of the FW Act is supported by the Oxford

Dictionary definition of the word “class” as follows:

“A set or category of things having some property or attribute in
common and differentiated from others by kind, type or qualify.”

133. By reason of the above, if the condition is satisfied that part-time and full-

time employees of Coles employed at the Benalla and Northcote stores are

better off overall under the 2014 Agreement than if the Retail Award

applied to them, the Commission can assume, in the absence of evidence to

the contrary, that part-time and full-time employees employed by Coles at

all stores covered by the 2014 Agreement are also better off overall if the

2014 Agreement applied to them than the Retail Award. There is no

evidence to the contrary in this appeal.

H. COMPARISON OF 2014 AGREEMENTWITH RETAIL AWARD

134. The BOOT requires a comparison of the benefits and detriments in the

2014 Agreement as against the Retail Award.

88 See at [5]-[6].
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135. The submissions below will deal with the financial and non-monetary

benefits and detriments in the 2014 Agreement as against the Retail

Award.

I. FINANCIAL BENEFITS IN THE AGREEMENT

136. As discussed above, Cecchini gave evidence of three distinct categories of

financial benefit: direct financial benefits, financial benefits contingent on

choice and financial benefits contingent on circumstance. These will be

discussed below.

Direct financial benefits

137. Coles submits that direct financial benefits other than wages, overtime and

penalties ought be considered in assessing the BOOT. These have not been

considered by Hart.

138. In relation to direct financial benefits, Coles relies on the evidence of

Cecchini. Cecchini gave evidence of eleven direct financial benefits that are

each set out in Appendix A to the Cecchini Report at pages 25-30. In

relation to each of these financial benefits, the differences between them in

the 2014 Agreement and the Retail Award were each set out in a table

provided to Cecchini as part of his instructions (Cecchini Table).89

Wage rates (adult and junior) (including penalties and overtime)

139. The only substantial issue in dispute in relation to wage rates was the

overtime and penalty rates under the Retail Award for work performed

between 7:00 am and 9:00 am on Sundays. Cullinan performed the

calculation of the wages paid during this period on the basis of 300% for

time worked. In contrast, Cecchini performed his calculations for wages

earned during this period on the basis of 200% for time worked. Coles

submits that the correct loading is 200% for the reasons set out in

Attachment A to these submissions.

89 This table is found in Annexure BC-6 at page 1. Note that the Cecchini Table is not identical to the
Comparison Table. For example the Cecchini Table does not include the clothing allowance
detriment in the 2014 Agreement. Cecchini was instructed to deal with this issue in Attachment
“BC-4” to the Cecchini Statement.
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140. Further, the SDA, the union representing employees in the retail sector, is

also of the view that the applicable loading is 200%.90

Wage rises under the 2014 Agreement and the Retail Award

141. In addition to the financial benefits considered in the Cecchini Report, the

Commission ought have regard to future wage rises in the two industrial

instruments.

142. In Solar Systems Pty Ltd [2012] FWAFB 6397 Vice-President Watson

confirmed that further wage increases provided by an agreement must be

afforded weight when assessing that agreement against the BOOT.91

143. The 2014 Agreement provides higher and more frequent wage increases

than under the Retail Award. The pay rises in the 2014 Agreement are

likely to, by the nominal expiry date, have outstripped those under the

Retail Award by a substantial margin: 4.55% (Award) vs 7.77%

(Agreement). This is explained further below.

144. Wage increases for the Nominated Employees under the 2014 Agreement

are fixed, as follows:92

(a) Employees received a 1.6% increase upon the 2014 Agreement being

voted up (5 May 2015);

(b) employees received a further 1.5% increase on 1 July 2015;

(c) employees received a further 1.5% increase on 1 December 2015;

(d) employees will receive a further 1.5% increase on 1 July 2016; and

(e) finally, employees will receive a further 1.5% increase on 1 December

2016.

145. As a consequence, at the 2014 Agreement’s nominal expiry date, each

employee will be paid 7.77% more than they received immediately before

the positive vote.93

90 See Galbraith statement at [9]-[10]. See also the amount to be paid as calculated by the Fair Work
Ombudsman Pay and Conditions Tool available at https://calculate.fairwork.gov.au/.
91 Solar Systems Pty Ltd [2012] FWAFB 6397, [27].
92 2014 Agreement, cl 3.3.
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146. Award wage increases are a function of the Commission’s Annual Wage

Review. During the same period (ending on the nominal expiry date of the

2014 Agreement), Retail Award employees’ pay rates will be reviewed only

twice; as follows:

(a) Award covered employees received a 2.5% increase as a consequence

of the Annual Wage Review 2014-15;94 and

(b) Award covered employees are likely to receive a further increase as a

consequence of the Annual Wage Review 2015-16.

147. Each annual wage review, while affected by a range of factors, correlates

strongly with actual previous year, and forecast present year CPI

movement. The following table illustrates that correlation:

Wage Review Previous year
(CPI) (%)

Forecast (CPI)
(%)

Wage
increase (%)

2012-1395 1.2 2.5 2.696

2013-1497 2.4 3.25 3.098

2014-1599 3.0 1.75 2.5100

2015-16101 1.5102 TBC TBC

148. When conducting its Annual Wage Review, the Commission has regard to

ABS data (for actual previous year CPI movement), and to the

Government’s inflation forecast (published in the budget papers).

93 Excluding a number of meat team members who were previously covered by the various State-
based meat enterprise agreements which applied to their employment with Coles prior to the
approval of the 2014 Agreement.
94 [2015] FWCFB 3500.
95 [2013] FWCFB 4000, [295] (table 4.9).
96 [2013] FWCFB 4000, [597].
97 [2014] FWCFB 3500, [252] (table 4.11).
98 [2014] FWCFB 3500, [619].
99 [2015] FWCFB 3500, [288] (table 4.13).
100 [2015] FWCFB 3500, [579].
101 Annual Wage Review 2015-16 (C2016/1).
102 Australian Bureau of Statistics, 6401.0 - Consumer Price Index, Australia, Jun 2015.
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149. The budget forecast for 2015/2016 will not be available until the (May)

publication of Budget Paper No. 1. However, the following data relating to

the period subject of the forecast is available:

(a) The latest ABS data show the CPI rose 0.4 per cent in the December

quarter 2015, following a rise of 0.5 per cent in the September

quarter 2015;103 and

(b) The CPI rose only 1.7 per cent through the year to the December

quarter 2015, following a rise of only 1.5 per cent through the year to

the September quarter 2015.104

150. There is no reason to suggest that these trends will not continue. As such,

it is likely that the “forecast” figure before the Commission for the purposes

of the Annual Wage Review 2015-16 will be lower than 2.0%. In those

circumstances (previous year CPI growth of only 1.5% and forecast CPI

growth of less than 2.0%), the Commission is unlikely to increase wages by

more than 2.0%.

151. Assuming a wage increase of 2.0%, Retail Award covered employees will, as

at the 2014 Agreement’s nominal expiry date, be paid 4.55% more than

they received both immediately before the positive vote and on the test

date.

152. The effect of this differential may best be understood by reference to the

Nominated Employees. A comprehensive analysis forms Attachment B to

these submissions. In summary, the net benefit enjoyed by each

Nominated Employee until the nominal expiry date is as follows:

Employee Net benefit

Northcote T $542

Northcote JJ $175

Northcote U $751

Benalla G $916

103Australian Bureau of Statistics, Consumer Price Index, Australia (cat. no. 6401.0), Jan 2016.
104Australian Bureau of Statistics, Consumer Price Index, Australia (cat. no. 6401.0), Jan 2016.
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Employee Net benefit

Benalla Q $125

Benalla AA $479

Benalla EE $238

Hart (May) $250

Hart (September) $180

153. The annualised105 benefit to each Nominated employee is as follows:

T JJ U G Q AA EE DH(M) DH(S)

$271 $87 $375 $458 $63 $240 $119 $125 $90

Voluntary overtime

154. Hart’s submissions allege that Cecchini did not deal with voluntary

overtime (see at [118]). This is incorrect. Cecchini deals with this issue at

pp 21-22 of the Cecchini Report.

155. Hart’s submissions also criticise Coles for not making data on voluntary

overtime available (see [118]). This is a misleading accusation. The

Commission did not require Coles to produce this data. It was not Coles’

obligation, on an appeal, to voluntary produce overtime data in

circumstances where the Commission did not require it nor, as will be

discussed below, did the experts called on behalf of Coles request it.

Dairy and freezer allowance

156. This criticism of this allowance was directed at 20.8(b) of the Award.

Clause 20.8(b) of the Retail Award provides that “an employee required to

work in a cold chamber where the temperature is below zero degrees

105 Net benefit of the wage increases divided by two (in recognition of the nominal term).
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Celsius will in addition to the allowance in clause 20.8(a) also be paid an

allowance per hour, while so employed, of 2% of the standard rate”

(emphasis added). This rate is only paid for the hours an employee works

in a cold chamber where the temperature is below zero degrees Celsius.

Unlike the dairy and freezer allowance in clause 3.7.4 of the 2014

Agreement, this allowance is not paid in relation to the entire shift, rather,

only for those hours worked in a cold chamber where the temperature is

below zero degrees. No evidence has been led by either party of the

amount of hours that each of the Benalla and Northcote employees works

in a cold chamber where the temperature is below zero degrees. This is not

a material factor in assessing the value of the dairy and freezer

allowance.106

157. Cecchini’s evidence of the financial benefits in relation to the difference

between the dairy and freezer allowance in the 2014 Agreement and the

Retail Award ought be accepted. Even if the Commission is against Coles

in this respect, it is noted that of the Nominated Employees, only Employee

T (a benefit of $36.00 per annum) and Employee G (a benefit of $50.00

per annum) receive the dairy and freezer allowance.

First aid allowance

158. The only criticism made of Cecchini’s calculation in respect of the first aid

allowance is that in determining the value of the first aid allowance,

Cecchini assumed that an employee would work five days per week.107

159. None of the Nominated Employees examined in detail by Hart and

Cecchini received the first aid allowance. Of the other 17 employees in

Northcote and Benalla who do receive the first aid allowance, all but one

are full-time permanent employees.108 Cecchini’s calculations in relation to

the first aid allowance ought therefore be accepted.

106 See Hart’s submissions at [140]-[145].
107 See PN1027-1045 and Hart’s submissions at [146]-[151].
108 See Exhibit BC-6 at page 229.
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In-charge allowance

160. Cecchini’s evidence in relation to the in-charge was criticised on a curious

basis. Clause 20.12 of the Retail Award was put to Cecchini. This clause

provides that employees engaged for more than two hours during one day

or a shift on duties carrying a higher rate than their ordinary classification

are to be paid the higher rate for such day or shift. If the employee is

engaged for two or less hours during one day or shift, the employee is to be

paid the higher rate for the time worked only.

161. Counsel for Hart asked Cecchini how, assuming no comparative clause

existed in the 2014 Agreement, would this detriment be included in

Cecchini’s analysis. Cecchini replied that this data was not provided to

him.109 However, the Cecchini Table (provided to Cecchini in preparing the

Cecchini Report) expressly states in relation to the higher duties allowance

that “NOTE: The Award does contain a “higher duties” allowance

however this is not comparable. …”110 Counsel for Hart did not cross-

examine Cecchini on this table in relation to the in-charge allowance.

Further, it was also not expressly put to Cecchini that his figures in relation

to the in-charge allowance were actually wrong.

162. Further, in the Hart submissions, it is alleged that the detriment under the

2014 Agreement manifests in relation to, strangely, three employees. This

is not a requirement in the 2014 Agreement.

163. Further the criticisms of this benefit in the Hart submissions (at [158]-

[162]) is again misleading. If a Store Team Member undertakes the role of

Department Manager/Team Leader, they get a higher rate of pay under the

2014 Agreement than if they were paid under the equivalent Level 6 in the

Retail Award. Further, clause 3.8 of the 2014 Agreement provides that if a

team member is required to temporarily perform the full range of duties of

a Department Manager/Team Leader for at least two weeks, they will be

paid the appropriate Department Manager/Team Leader base rate of pay.

This clause is not referred to by Hart. Under the Retail Award, the

109 See PN 1046-1050.
110 See page 20 of the Cecchini Table.
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employee would not get a higher duties allowance and a higher base rate of

pay (see clause 12.2).

164. By reason of the above, Cecchini’s evidence in relation to the in-charge

allowance ought be accepted.

Additional penalties for ordinary hours worked on public holidays

165. Cecchini was attacked in relation to this benefit on the basis that he was

not given data, or enquired about the data, about how often Coles

employees worked on public holidays.111

166. Cecchini’s response to this was that he extrapolated public holidays worked

by employees from the May roster and that this approach was not

inconsistent with the approach in annualising benefits or pay.112 Then, in

response to a question that if an employee does not work on a public

holiday, there is no benefit to them, Cecchini gave evidence that:

“Yes. The same way that if they were rostered to work a Sunday and
they asked for it to be shifted to another day, that they will earn less,
as well, but the reverse is also true where they could have actually
asked to have a shift amended so they do work an additional public
holiday over and above the ones that we’ve assumed, given that
roster.”113

167. This is a rational and logical response, and is also an opinion derived from

Cecchini’s experience. There was no expert evidence led to contradict this

view.

168. Cecchini’s evidence in respect of additional penalties for ordinary hours

worked on a public holiday ought be accepted.

Rest and meal breaks

169. Cecchini was initially questioned in relation to this entitlement by

Commissioner Roe. The Commissioner asked why there was a value in

additional rest as the employee was not given additional money.114 The

111 See PN 1160-1175.
112 See PN 1164.
113 See PN 1170.
114 See PN 940.
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Commissioner also asked why this benefit was included as a non-monetary

benefit, rather than a monetary benefit.115

170. Cecchini responded to the Commissioner’s enquiries as follows:

“The premise of it is not dissimilar from moving from 40 hours a
week to 38 hours a week but earning the same amount of money. In
essence the individuals work five minutes less to earn the same
amount of money. And they have that time available to them to do
whatever they wish to.”116

Cecchini then said later:

“… In the context of Coles they don’t earn anything more. They get
paid but they’re working less for that. So it’s on the same basis as I’m
comparing the value of a teacher’s package who works 40 weeks per
annum, to another employee that actually works 48 weeks per
annum. I can’t just sort of say, well, they both earn $50,000
therefore they’re equivalent. The fact that someone is not at work
and still getting paid for the extra eight weeks, does have a monetary
value associated with it.”117

171. With respect to the Commissioner, this was a cogent and rational response,

and also opinion evidence derived from Cecchini’s experience. There was

no expert evidence to contradict his view. It ought therefore be accepted.

172. Hart’s attack on this benefit was on the basis that the Award does not

include in the paid meal break the time taken to get to the break.118 The

Retail Award is silent on this issue. There was no evidence of any time

taken to get to a meal break, notwithstanding that Hart, an employee of

Coles, gave evidence in the appeal. Cullinan, who purported to have “retail

experience”, also did not give evidence about this. Further, given that

employees work in the confines of a single supermarket, the time taken to

get to a break ought be inferred to be trivial.

173. Hart’s submissions also allege that Cecchini’s methodology was flawed in

calculating this benefit as he did not properly consider when the meal

break is triggered.119 This was never put to Cecchini in cross-examination

115 See PN 948.
116 See PN 943.
117 See PN 948.
118 See PN 1192.
119 See at [44] and [163]-[168].
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and the accusation cannot now be made. Cecchini correctly identified the

entitlements and it ought be inferred he calculated the benefit correctly.

174. By reason of the above, Cecchini’s evidence ought be accepted in relation to

this benefit.

Special clothing allowance

175. Cecchini’s evidence in relation to the special clothing allowance was

attacked by Hart on the basis of the assumptions that Cecchini used to

calculate the detriment to Coles employees in light of the absence of a

special clothing allowance in the 2014 Agreement.120

176. The attack on the assumptions used by Cecchini by Hart had no basis other

than seemingly Counsel for Hart’s own scepticism. For example, no

alternative assumptions were put to Cecchini in relation to this special

clothing allowance.

177. When Cecchini confirmed that his assumptions were reasonable in the face

of cross-examination, the only basis for Counsel for Hart’s attack on this

was “giggling in the back of the room suggests otherwise”.121

178. While s.590(1) of the FW Act gives the Commission a broad discretion to

inform itself as it sees appropriate, this discretion cannot be extended to

accept that laughter from members of the public, who could have been

called to give evidence about a clothing allowance, overrides evidence of an

expert with over 20 years’ experience in the field.

179. Further, clause 7.2 of the 2014 Agreement, which is not referred to by Hart,

entitles employees to be provided with suitable protective clothing and/or

accessories in certain circumstances (e.g. who are required to perform

duties that may lead to excessive soiling). Coles is required to launder

suitable protective clothing at Coles’s expense.

180. By reason of the above, Cecchini’s evidence in relation to the special

clothing allowance ought be accepted.

120 See PN 1202-1216.
121 See PN 1208-1209.
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Apprentices

181. Hart’s submissions refer to the entitlements for apprentices (clause 19.4 of

the Retail Award).122 The 2014 Agreement provides the same entitlement

(see clause 3.6.6 and 3.6.7 and the Di Scala statement at [43]-[46]).

Meal Allowance

182. Hart’s submissions allege that the meal allowance in clause 20.1 of the

Retail Award is more beneficial than the equivalent provisions in clauses

4.5.6-4.5.12.123 The meal allowance in these two instruments have a few

differences, with some aspects of each set of clauses more beneficial than

the other. Hart points out the beneficial aspects in the Retail Award.

However, Hart’s submissions inaccurately describe the meal allowance in

the 2014 Agreement. For example, the Hart submissions ignore that

employees, in addition to the meal allowance, also get an unpaid meal

break of 20 minutes (after 1.5 hours of overtime) or between 30-60

minutes (after more than 5 hours of overtime). The Retail Award does not

provide this. Hart’s submissions also ignore clause 4.5.9 of the 2014

Agreement, which allows an employee to leave early. The Retail Award

does not provide this.

Other non-contingent financial benefits

183. The remainder of the non-contingent financial benefits analysed in

Cecchini’s evidence were not challenged in cross-examination. Cecchini’s

evidence in relation to these remaining non-contingent financial benefits

ought therefore be accepted.

Financial benefits contingent on choice

184. Coles submits that financial benefits contingent on choice ought be

considered in assessing the BOOT. These have not been considered by

Hart.

185. In relation to financial benefits contingent on choice, Coles relies on the

evidence of Cecchini.

122 See at [129]-[131].
123 See at [132]-[133].
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186. Cecchini gave evidence in relation to three financial benefits contingent on

choice: pre-approved leave arrangements (clause 2.4.1(b)), blood donor

leave (clause 5.4.5) and Defence Services leave (clause 5.7.3).124

187. Coles’ evidence and position on financial benefits contingent on choice

have been attacked by Hart, both in cross examination and in submissions,

on the basis that there was no data on the probability of an employee

accessing that benefit and that there was no value to an employee in

relation to that benefit if it was not accessed by them.125

188. In cross-examination, Cecchini accepted that he had no information or

knowledge of whether Coles employees had accessed these financial

benefits contingent on choice.126 However, Cecchini did not accept that

there is no actual value to an employee unless and until they access a

particular entitlement. In this respect, Cecchini said:

“… We were looking at comparing an arrangement – two
arrangements; one which has a benefit described in a particular way,
the other one has a benefit described in a different way. The only
way you can work out whether that one has more value or not is to
look at what actually you’re going to receive from it.”127

189. Cecchini then said in relation to assumptions about usage:

“If I start applying assumptions around usage in there, well, it
doesn’t actually ascribe the value that the individual actually
receives. It’s an amortised view of the world. It’s an accountant’s
view of potentially what a liability might look like. We’re talking
about trying to value what benefit I would receive under an award or
the agreement if that thing applied to me. In some cases it
automatically applies to me because of my roster and in other cases it
will apply to me if I make a choice, and in the third case it will apply
to me if certain circumstances evolve; so that’s why we categorise it
across those three.128

… In the context of valuing a package – if you look at this around the
package you provide to an individual that is looking at the employer
– ‘do I join this employer or not?’ – each individual will take their
own view around which parts of the package they will access or not

124 See pages 31-32 of Appendix A to Cecchini’s report.
125 In relation to pre-approved leave arrangements, see PN 1232-1235, in relation to blood donor
leave, see PN 1271-1284, and in relation to Defence Services leave, see PN 1285. See also Hart
submissions at [190]-[194].
126 See, for example, PN 1232-1233.
127 PN 1240.
128 PN 1251.
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access, but the value they’ll get out of any one of those components is
actually the full value. It’s then circumstantial, choice or otherwise
around the roster that will determine what they physically get out of
it, but the value of actually what’s described or ascribed within the
agreement is pretty clear-cut.”129

190. In response to a question from the Commissioner, Cecchini distinguished

between the value a benefit has from an employer’s perspective, that is, the

cost to the employer, and from an employee’s perspective.130 This is a

critical distinction, as the BOOT is assessed from the perspective of the

employee. Importantly, Cecchini said in his evidence:

“… At the end of the day people do make their own valuations or
assertions around the value of that benefit to them, but if the benefit is
accessed – if I want to compare the two benefits, I actually need to
look at what they’ll get out of those benefits if they were accessed.
That’s the basis under which we would only be able to determine
whether one is worth more than the other, so is it a monetary value in
accessing that benefit which is actually more or less than the previous
one. The extent to which you capture that full value in an overall
analysis of the cost to an employee, is all dependent around the
judgments that you take around whether people will access it and
what value they ascribe to that access or whether the circumstances
are prevalent enough that they actually would occur.”131

191. Cecchini also said in re-examination:

“the cost to the employer is done at an aggregate level based on a
whole bunch of circumstances, and we have accounting standards
that dictate how certain benefits should be costed, and taking into
account any profit and loss statements, and we have actual events
that will occur within an organisation which differ from period to
period…you’re not creating symmetry here between a cost and a
value of a package, because it’s almost impossible to create that
symmetry.”132

192. Coles makes two points about Cecchini’s evidence in relation to this issue:

(a) Despite vigorous cross-examination from Counsel for Hart, and also

incisive questioning from Commissioner Roe, at no stage did Cecchini

back down from his opinions in relation to valuing benefits

contingent on choice; and

129 PN 1257.
130 See PN 1260-1268.
131 See PN 1264.
132 PN 1335.
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(b) There was no competing expert evidence called on behalf of Hart

about how to otherwise value financial benefits contingent on choice.

193. In light of this, Cecchini’s evidence in relation to financial benefits

contingent on choice ought be accepted by the Commission.

Financial benefits contingent on circumstance

194. Coles submits that financial benefits contingent on circumstance ought be

considered in assessing the BOOT. These have not been considered by

Hart.

195. In relation to financial benefits contingent on circumstance, Coles relies on

the evidence of Cecchini.

196. Cecchini gave evidence in relation to eight financial benefits in the 2014

Agreement contingent on circumstance. These benefits are set in Appendix

A to the Cecchini Report at pages 33-38. In relation to natural disaster

leave and emergency services leave, the importance of these benefits were

set out by Baker (see paragraphs 111-113 above).

197. Coles’ evidence and position on financial benefits contingent on

circumstance have been attacked by Hart, both in cross examination and in

submissions, again on the basis that there was no data on the probability of

an employee accessing that benefit and that there was no value to an

employee in relation to that benefit if it was not accessed by them.133

198. In this respect, Coles relies on the same evidence given by Cecchini in

relation to the financial benefits contingent on choice.134

199. Notwithstanding the above, Coles accepts that there is a rational difference

between benefits contingent on choice and those contingent on

circumstance. In the latter, the employee does not have any control on

when he or she may access this benefit.

200. For the purposes of assessing the BOOT, it is open to the Commission to

have regard to the full value of these benefits as set out in Cecchini’s

133 See PN 1289-1309. See also Hart submissions at [190]-[194]
134 See PN 1341, where Cecchini gave evidence that his assumptions in relation to the benefits
contingent on choice and those benefits that are contingent on circumstance were the same.
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evidence. However, if the Commission is against Coles on this issue and

attributes a percentage valuation to these benefits of, say 10% to the

benefits contingent on circumstance, then the 2014 Agreement still passes

the BOOT (as will be set out below).

Historical data

201. Hart’s submissions criticise Coles and Cecchini’s evidence for not providing

or relying on historical data demonstrating usage rates by Coles employees

of various entitlements in the 2014 Agreement.135 While not referring

specifically to a Jones v Dunkel inference, it appears that this is the basis

for the criticism.

202. The rule in Jones v Dunkel136 is that the unexplained failure by a party to

call a witness may in appropriate circumstances support an inference that

the uncalled witness would not have assisted the party’s case.137 The rule

applies not only to witnesses but to other evidence, such as documents.138

It also applies where a witness is called but not questioned on particular

topics.139 The rule can apply in the Commission.140

203. A Jones v Dunkel inference may only be drawn if three conditions are met:

(a) the missing evidence could be expected to be called by one party

rather than another;

(b) the evidence would elucidate a particular matter or put a true

complexion on the facts; and

(c) the absence of the evidence is unexplained.141

204. Here, the Full Bench cannot draw a Jones v Dunkel inference against Coles

for failing to lead evidence of historical statistics of the take-up of

135 Hart submissions at [190]-[194].
136 (1959) 101 CLR 298.
137 Kuhl v Zurich Financial Services Australia Ltd (2011) 243 CLR 361 [63] (Heydon, Crennan and
Bell JJ).
138 Jones v Dunkel (1959) 101 CLR 298, 320–321 (Windeyer J); Payne v Parker [1976] 1 NSWLR
191, 201 (Glass JA).
139 Kuhl v Zurich Financial Services Australia Ltd (2011) 243 CLR 361 [63] (Heydon, Crennan and
Bell JJ).
140 See, e.g.,MUA v Patrick Stevedores Holdings Pty Ltd [2014] FWCFB 657 [67].
141 Jones v Dunkel (1959) 101 CLR 298, 308 (Kitto J), 312 (Menzies J) and 320-321 (Windeyer J);
Payne v Parker [1976] 1 NSWLR 191, 201 (Glass JA); ASIC v Helicar (2012) 247 CLR 345 [167]-
[169] (French CJ, Gumow, Hayne, Crennan, Kiefel and Bell JJ) and [264] (Heydon J).
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contingent benefits. This is because historical take-up statistics is not

evidence that Coles would reasonably be expected to lead. Alternatively,

Coles has a reasonable explanation for not leading this evidence.

205. Hart has made two applications for production of documents from Coles.142

Neither application sought records disclosing the historical take-up of

contingent benefits.

206. Cullinan’s fourth witness statement, filed before Coles’ evidence, did not

attempt to conduct any analysis based on historical take-up of entitlements

at Coles. Nor did Cullinan assert that such analysis would be necessary or

appropriate, or even refer to this issue at all. It was only the day before the

evidentiary hearing (in his February 2016 statement) that Cullinan referred

to some statistics on the Australian Defence Force membership and giving

blood for the Australian population at large.143

207. Coles had commissioned an independent expert, Cecchini, to value the

monetary benefits under the Agreement vis-à-vis the Award. He stated

that contingent benefits should be valued at full value. He did not consider

historical take-up statistics to be relevant and did not request that data

from Coles.144

208. The suggestion that historical take-up data was relevant emerged for the

first time during the cross-examination of Coles’ experts.

209. In these circumstances, it was entirely reasonable for Coles not to lead

historical take-up data that the appellants did not request and Coles’ expert

considered to be irrelevant. No adverse inference can be drawn against

Coles for not leading this data, even if the Full Bench ultimately concludes

that, contrary to Cecchini’s opinion, this data would have been relevant.

210. Further, even if a Jones v Dunkel inference could be drawn, the rule does

not allow an inference that the evidence not called by a party would have

been adverse to that party, but only that the evidence would not have

142 Undated Form F52 returnable on 28 August 2015; undated Form F52 returnable on 12
November 2015.
143 See [27]-[31] of the February statement.
144 See PN1013, PN1223-1224, PN1233, PN1237, PN1240-1241, PN1251, PN1255-1268, PN1271,
PN1280-1282, PN1285-1301, PN1308-1309, PN1335-1345.
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assisted that party.145 The absence of the evidence cannot be used to make

up any deficiency of evidence in the other party’s case.146

211. If the Full Bench drew a Jones v Dunkel inference, it could not infer that

the missing historical up-take evidence would have been adverse to Coles,

merely that that it would not have assisted Coles. If there was some other

evidence about entitlements up-take, a Jones v Dunkel inference (if drawn)

would enable to Full Bench to infer that the missing evidence would not

show a higher uptake of entitlements than the existing evidence. But there

is no evidence about historical up-take of entitlements at all. Indeed, Coles

does not submit that historical uptake is relevant to his appeal. In these

circumstances, if the criterion are established to draw a Jones v Dunkel

inference (which Coles denies), it does not advance Hart’s case at all.

J. NON-MONETARY BENEFITS

General approach on non-monetary benefits

212. Rolland gave expert evidence in her capacity as a labour demographer with

specialist experience in employee benefits.147

213. Rolland gave evidence that she reviewed the 2014 Agreement and the

Retail Award, and identified numerous above-Award entitlements in the

2014 Agreement that provide employees with benefits that have a

substantial value which are not directly remunerative or provide a direct

financial benefit. Rolland referred to the value of those benefits as

“intrinsic value”.

214. Rolland identified that employees place a higher value on entitlements that

have intrinsic value over remuneration.148 In this regard, her research

confirmed that remuneration is ranked third (behind two matters of purely

intrinsic value) in terms of job-seeker priority.149

145 Kuhl v Zurich Financial Services Australia Ltd (2011) 243 CLR 361 [64] (Heydon, Crennan and
Bell JJ); ASIC v Helicar (2012) 247 CLR 345 [168] (French CJ, Gumow, Hayne, Crennan, Kiefel and
Bell JJ).
146 Jones v Dunkel (1959) 101 CLR 298, 312 (Menzies J) and 319 (Windeyer J).
147 Exhibit C4, [2]-[3] (and Exhibit LR-1 to Exhibit C4).
148 Exhibit C4, Exhibit LR-5 (Rolland Report), [2].
149 Rolland Report, [4], [26]. See also observation by Gallie, that “[p]ay has been the central focus
of the quality of work, but sociological accounts of quality of work focus more on how work is
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215. Rolland’s finding in this regard is consistent with the recent Full Bench

finding in its 4 yearly review of modern awards – Common Issue –

Award Flexibility [2015] FWCFB 4466, where the Commission observed

that a 2014 Australian Workplace Relations Study of 7,505 respondents

concluded that pay ranked fourth in terms of contribution to job

satisfaction (the top factor was flexibility to balance work with non-work

commitments).150

216. Rolland gave evidence that intrinsic value was inherently difficult to

quantify; but that she had developed four scenario-based models that

allowed her to quantify part of the intrinsic value in the 2014 Agreement.

217. To do so, Rolland identified four key benefit categories driven by above-

Award entitlements in the 2014 Agreement: the Work-Life, Caring

Support, Wellness, and Domestic Violence Support Benefits.

218. In the case of each of these benefit categories, Rolland identified one or

more consequential financial benefits that accrue to employees and, using

models she developed, calculated that financial benefit in respect of each

Nominated Employee. Rolland used these quantified financial values as

proxies to determine part of the intrinsic value of the benefits to each

Nominated Employee.

219. Rolland told the Commission that her analysis quantified only part of the

intrinsic value of the above-Award entitlements in the 2014 Agreement.

This is because:

(a) first, her evidence is that each model quantifies only part of the

intrinsic value attributable to the identified benefit class;151 and

(b) secondly, Rolland told the Commission that there are additional

classes of benefits in the 2014 Agreement that have intrinsic value but

in respect of which she was not able to develop a quantification

model.152

organised, skill, intensity and autonomy” in Russell, McGinnity & Kingston, Gender and the
Quality of Work (Rolland Report, Appendix C, Tab 20), (x).
150 [2015] FWCFB 4466, [225] (Ross P, Smith DP and Roberts C).
151 Rolland Report, [21], [44].
152 Rolland Report, [21], [43].
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220. Rolland’s evidence in this regard can be illustrated by reference to the

following diagram (which is necessarily not to scale). The entire circle

(represented by the outer line, and marked “A”) represents the total

intrinsic value of the above-Award entitlements in the Agreement. The

larger of the inner circles (marked “B”) represents the total intrinsic value

attributable to the benefit categories which were the subject of Rolland’s

modelling. The smaller inner circle (“C”) represents the portion of intrinsic

value that Rolland has been able to quantify:

221. What follows are submissions in relation to each of the benefit classes

identified by Rolland. It was Rolland’s evidence that the benefit classes

provide for cumulative benefits and that, as such, it is appropriate to

aggregate the outcomes of each of her models. This evidence was

unchallenged in cross-examination and is not dealt with in Hart’s

submissions.

Rolland is an expert

222. Hart does not in his submissions grapple with the substance of Rolland’s

evidence. Instead, Hart makes various general objections to the

admissibility of Rolland’s evidence.153

153 Hart Submissions, [51]-[56].

B CA
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223. Underpinning the evidentiary objection is the basal proposition that

Rolland “is not an expert in any of the subjects about which she purports

to give evidence.”154

224. Hart put to Rolland in cross-examination that she was not an

accountant,155 a statistician,156 a Doctor of Philosophy,157 a holder of a

research degree,158 a person engaged in certain types of academic

studies,159 or the author of peer-reviewed academic articles.160

225. She is none of those things. Nor did she hold herself out to be. Rolland

held herself out as an experienced labour demographer and the developer

of the EY Wellbeing program (a program focussed on employee benefits).161

It was not put to her in cross-examination that this was not an area of

expertise.

226. Rolland clearly holds herself out as an expert in labour demographics and

employee benefits. She proffers opinions in relation to the question of

what value, if any, employees place on non-monetary benefits. This is

clearly a matter within her expertise.

227. Hart also alleges that Rolland’s report falls foul of what he calls the

“statement of reasoning rule”. In support of the existence of such a rule

Hart cites the High Court’s decision in Dasreef Pty Ltd v Hawchar (2011)

243 CLR 588. While Hart does not provide a reference, Coles understands

this to be a reference to paragraph [93] of Heydon J’s judgment. His

Honour’s “rule” is far from one: it has no support from the plurality162 of

the Court in that case. Rather, Dasreef is authority for the (related but

different) proposition that the admissibility of expert evidence depends on

the demonstration that the opinion expressed by the witness is based

154 Hart Submissions, [51].
155 PN1401.
156 PN1400.
157 PN1397.
158 PN1399.
159 PN1404-1405.
160 PN1402.
161 Rolland Report, Exhibit LR-1.
162 French CJ, Gummow, Hayne, Crennan, Kiefel and Bell JJ.
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wholly or substantially on the witness’s specialised knowledge based on

training, study or experience.163

228. It is correct to say that, had Rolland’s expert report contained a series of

conclusions that lacked reasoning (as was the case in Dasreef), it would not

be admissible as an expert opinion. As will be shown below, this is not the

case. Rolland’s evidence contains detailed expositions of the reasoning

linking the facts underpinning her report with the opinions in it, via her

expertise. Such an approach is consistent with Heydon J’s description of

the function of expert evidence in Dasreef:164

“Opinion evidence is a bridge between data in the form of primary
evidence and a conclusion which cannot be reached without the
application of expertise.”

229. In this regard, Hart alleges that the primary facts underpinning Rolland’s

expert report have been “thoroughly discredited”. In support, Hart refers

to the cross-examination at PN1694-1708.165 That exchange sees Hart’s

counsel attack Rolland’s decision to rely on research that concluded that

job loss affects 27% of victims of domestic violence. With respect, nothing

in the cross-examination discredits any fact relied upon by Rolland.

Rolland told the Commission that her research had identified a number of

relevant studies of job loss as a consequence of domestic and family

violence. Those studies are summarised on page 10 of the academic article

that is behind tab 36 of Rolland’s expert report. The studies reported job-

loss rates of 5%, 24%, 27% and 30%. Rolland told the Commission that she

had eliminated the 5% result as an outlier,166 and chose the 27% figure

because it was the median result of those that remained.167 The primary

fact relied upon by Rolland (that a study found that job loss affects 27% of

victims of domestic violence) was proven by way of the cross-examination

relied upon by Hart. Hart’s Counsel took Rolland to the very reference in

the course of cross-examination.168 It was Rolland’s expert opinion that

163 Dasreef, [42] (French CJ, Gummow, Hayne, Crennan, Kiefel and Bell JJ).
164 Dasreef, [90] (Heydon J).
165 Hart Submissions, [53].
166 PN1681.
167 PN1680.
168 PN1668-1680.
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the research was reliable and appropriate in the context of her

methodology.169 In this case, the relevant primary fact is the research

finding, and it has been proved. Hart could have led evidence of competing

research findings but did not do so.170

230. Hart says that Rolland had no proper basis for a number of critical

assumptions on which her expert opinion rested.171 This allegation has no

basis. Each of Rolland’s assumptions rests on a firm foundation.

231. Finally, Hart seeks to undermine Rolland’s expert report (first via cross-

examination and now in his submissions) by reference to apparent

referencing and “plagiarism” issues.172

232. Without exception, these issues related to (and only to) the research that

underpinned Rolland’s expert opinions (and not her expert methodology or

conclusions). In each case, it was shown that the research relied upon by

Rolland was both sound and consistent with her expert report. This cross-

examination served to confirm that Rolland’s research findings conformed

very closely to her sources and strengthened her evidence.

Rolland’s evidence is the only expert evidence on non-monetary
benefits

233. Rolland’s evidence is the only evidence before the Commission in relation

to the value of non-monetary benefits in the 2014 Agreement. It provides

the Commission with the opportunity to make more than just

“impressionistic assessments”. Despite having an opportunity to do so,

Hart chose not to lead any evidence (expert or otherwise) as to the value of

the non-monetary benefits in the 2014 Agreement. In light of Rolland’s

expertise and the lack of expert evidence of Hart to counter Rolland, her

evidence ought to be accepted.

169 Rolland Report, [65]. See also PN1956-1957.
170 For further analysis of the reasonableness of Rolland selecting the 27% figure, see paragraph
360(e)below.
171 Hart Submissions, [53].
172 Hart Submissions, [54].
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Work-Life Benefit

Summary

234. Rolland identified that certain above-Award entitlements in the 2014

Agreement increase an employee’s ability to commit to and undertake non-

work activities (Work-Life Benefit).173

235. Rolland recognised that one way in which employees could make use of the

Work-Life Benefit was to enable them to study while employed at Coles.

236. Having done so, she devised a methodology whereby she modelled the

value to each Nominated Employee of the Work-Life Benefit by reference

to the annualised future financial value of attaining further educational

qualification.

237. Rolland concluded that this aspect of the Work-Life Benefit had a

quantifiable value to each Nominated Employee, as follows:174

T JJ U G Q AA EE DH(M) DH(S)

$4,082 $752 $4,753 $4,920 $1,925 $2,718 $1,088 $2,371 $2,550

Characteristics of benefit

238. The entitlements identified by Rolland in this regard include:175

(a) the entitlement to pre-approved leave arrangements,176 allowing

employees to agree with Coles to pre-approved leave set for at least

the following twelve months. There is no corresponding Award

entitlement;

(b) the five-hour minimum shift-duration guarantee afforded full-time

employees.177 The Award does not provide a corresponding, or any,

guarantee for full-time employees;

173 Rolland Report, [52]-[55].
174 Rolland Report, [92].
175 Rolland Report, [85].
176 2014 Agreement, cl 2.4.
177 2014 Agreement, cl 4.4.1 (Except for purposes of the six monthly stocktake, work on public
holidays or overtime on a day they are not rostered to work).
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(c) the requirement that Coles have regard to (inter alia) an employee’s

study commitments when establishing or changing any roster.178 The

Award imposes no such obligation;179

(d) the mandated employee-initiated shift-swap mechanism.180 The

Award does not contemplate shift swaps between employees;

(e) the right to request leaves of absence between one week and twelve

months in duration. Clause 5.11 expressly contemplates such leave

being taken for study. Where granted, an employee’s continuity of

service is not broken. The Award does not contemplate leaves of

absence at all; and

(f) the requirement that Coles give appropriate consideration to casual

team members to take time off, including for studies, exams and

holidays. Again, there is no corresponding Award entitlement.

239. A full list of the entitlements identified by Rolland as contributing to the

Work-Life Benefit is at Attachment C to these submissions. Rolland told

the Commission that the entitlements had a “cumulative and synergistic”

effect.181 That is to say the entitlements work together to provide the Work-

Life Benefit. Moreover, the entitlements act as rope (each entitlement

being a strand) rather than a chain (with each entitlement being a link, the

removal of which would cause the failure of the entire length).

240. Rolland repeats this evidence in relation to the other benefit classes she

models. Her evidence in this regard was not challenged in cross-

examination.

241. Rolland was challenged in cross-examination as to whether she had taken

into account the operation of clause 12.2 of the Award (which requires an

employer and part-time employee to confirm, inter alia, hours of work and

rosters upon commencement of employment).182 An Award employer may

then change rosters (but not total hours of work) unilaterally by giving

178 2014 Agreement, cl 4.6.8.
179 Note that clause 8 of the Retail Award requires the employer to consult with employees when
changing the roster.
180 2014 Agreement, cl 4.6.10.
181 Rolland Report, [43].
182 PN1885-PN1889.
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seven days’ notice.183 Rolland confirmed that she had considered clause

12.2 for the purpose of her analysis.184

242. That confirmation is consistent with her expert report. Rolland’s

unchallenged evidence is that each of her quantification models involved

her assessing the net benefit under the 2014 Agreement against the Award

entitlement.185

243. Rolland identified that an employee could make use of these provisions in

pursuit of a variety of non-work activities.186 Among those activities is

study.187

244. Rolland gave evidence that study was an effective lens through which to

quantify the intrinsic value of the Work-Life Benefit because it is a non-

work activity that is readily quantifiable monetarily.188 In this regard,

Rolland observed that the attainment of educational qualification tended to

lead to increased remuneration.189

245. Moreover, Rolland observed, the lens applies universally: if an employee

chooses not to study, they make the rational decision to pursue other non-

work activities that they value at least equally to the value they forego in

not studying.190

246. Rolland assumed that, by having access to the entitlements underpinning

the Work-Life Benefit, employees are be better able to commence,

maintain and complete study.191

247. In cross-examination, it was suggested to Rolland that she had no basis for

making such an assumption.192 With respect, the assumption is perfectly

reasonable. It is common for students to work jobs such as those the

subject of this proceeding while pursuing a course of study (see, for

183 Award, cl 12.8(a).
184 PN1889.
185 Rolland Report, [76].
186 Rolland Report, [52].
187 Rolland Report, [53].
188 Rolland Report, [53].
189 Rolland Report, [87].
190 Rolland Report, [87].
191 Rolland Report, [86].
192 PN1846.
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example, Hart). Hart also led no evidence that would contradict that

assumption.

248. This is consistent with the position of the union movement. The ACTU,

which is on the record as championing the importance of flexible work

arrangements to achieving increased participation in the workforce,

particularly among those with study commitments.193

249. In further cross-examination aimed at discrediting Rolland’s assumption,

Rolland conceded that she had not thoroughly researched the causes of

enrolment, retention and attrition in relation to Australian students.194

This does not of itself undermine Rolland’s assumption. Again, no material

contrary to her assumption was put to Rolland, and nor did Hart lead any

such evidence.

250. In the circumstances, it is safe for the Commission to accept that Rolland’s

assumption was reasonable.

Methodology

251. The premise of Rolland’s Work-Life Benefit methodology is simple. She

calculated each Nominated Employee’s likely increase in annual

remuneration attributable to study and then discounted that figure to

reflect the costs of study, the likelihood of graduate employment, and to

reflect the contribution of the Work-Life Benefit on the employee’s ability

to study.

252. Rolland assessed the salary that each Nominated Employee was likely to

earn should they obtain further educational qualifications. Those figures

were sourced from the publicly available “Payscale.com” database.195 This

aspect of her methodology was not subject to cross-examination.

253. In each Nominated Employee’s case, Rolland conducted three analyses:

one each on the basis that the employee is studying toward a Certificate, a

Diploma and an Undergraduate Degree.

193 Submissions of the ACTU in AM2014/300 dated 23 April 2015, [56].
194 Rolland Report, [1866].
195 Rolland Report, [88] [93(ii)].
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254. Having determined each employee’s likely graduate salary, Rolland applied

a discount to reflect the actual hours worked by each Nominated Employee

at the test date. While it was open to, and would have been valid for,

Rolland to assume that graduate employees tend to work full time, she

adopted a conservative approach and normalised the salary figures by

assuming that the Nominated Employees would continue to work hours

that, with one exception,196 give rise to a lower graduate salary than if they

were to work full time. The effect on Rolland’s methodology is to produce a

lower annualised value.

255. On this basis, Rolland calculated the increase in earning capacity of each

Nominated Employee attributable to study. Those figures appear at lines E

(degree), F (diploma) and G (certificate) in paragraph [92] of her Report.

This aspect of her analysis was not the subject of cross-examination.

256. With the difference in current and graduate salaries as her starting point,

Rolland then applied various further discounts, as follows:

(a) First, Rolland attributed an amortised amount to reflect the direct

financial costs of study (calculated on the basis of data available from

the Australian Taxation Office and the Australian Government).197

Her approach in this regard was highly conservative because she

assumed that each Nominated Employee’s qualification cost the

maximum amount in the range identified in her research. Again, this

aspect of her analysis was not the subject of cross-examination.198

(b) Secondly, Rolland assumed that there was a possibility that a

graduate will not immediately be employed in a graduate job.

Rolland’s research concluded that 74% of graduates were employed in

the first year after qualification. Accordingly, she applied a 26%

discount.199 Again, there was no cross-examination in relation to this

aspect of Rolland’s report.

196 Employee G, who works full time at Coles Benalla.
197 Rolland Report, [92], items H, I and J.
198 Rolland Report, [89].
199 Rolland Report, [90].
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(c) Finally, Rolland applied a further global discount to reflect that the

Work-Life Benefit was not the sole contributor to an employee’s

ability to enter, maintain or complete study. Rolland applied a 50%

discount in her report.200 It was suggested to Rolland that this 50%

discount figure was too low.201 Rolland conceded that, despite her

searches, she was unable to find data upon which to base a discount

figure, and made her best efforts to apply an appropriate figure based

on her skills, experience, and the research referred to in her report.202

This was a reasonable approach for her to adopt.

257. Finally, in a further effort order to ensure that her report reflected a

conservative calculation, when Rolland gave evidence as to the intrinsic

value of the Work-Life Benefit for each Nominated Employee, she

nominated the “Certificate” figure she calculated. In doing so, she opted in

each case to use the lowest amount. The only exception was Hart, whom

she was told was studying an undergraduate degree (in his case, Rolland

nominated the “Degree” amount.203

Conclusions – Work-Life Benefit

258. Applying her methodology, Rolland calculated part of the intrinsic value of

the Work-Life Benefit for each Nominated Employee as follows:204

200 Rolland Report, [91].
201 PN1872.
202 PN1873-9.
203 Rolland Report, [115].
204 Rolland Report, [92].
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Ref Description

A Employee annual salary (actual) ($)

B Degree – Likely annual salary (pro-rated for working hours) ($)

C Diploma – Likely annual salary (pro-rated for working hours) ($)

D Certificate – Likely annual salary (pro-rated for working hours) ($)

E Degree – Likely salary increase (B minus A) ($)

F Diploma – Likely salary increase (C minus A) ($)

G Degree – Likely salary increase (D minus A) ($)

H Degree – Cost of study ($)

I Diploma – Cost of study ($)

J Certificate – Cost of study ($)

K Degree – Gross annual benefit = 50% of (E minus H) ($)

L Diploma – Gross annual benefit = 50% of (F minus I) ($)

M Certificate – Gross annual benefit = 50% of (G minus J) ($)

N Degree – Net annual intrinsic value = 74% of K ($)

O Diploma – Net annual intrinsic value = 74% of L ($)

Ref T JJ U G Q AA EE D. H. (May) D. H. (Sept)

Calculation of annual benefit

A 33,260 13,632 44,165 46,892 10,469 32,170 19,083 15,267 17,721

B 54,772 19,562 70,421 74,334 19,562 48,904 27,386 23,474 26,408
C 47,180 16,850 60,661 64,031 16,850 42,125 23,590 20,220 22,748
D 44,497 15,892 57,210 60,388 15,892 39,729 22,248 19,070 21,454

E 21,512 5,930 26,256 27,442 9,093 16,734 8,303 8,207 8,687
F 13,920 3,218 16,496 17,139 6,381 9,955 4,507 4,953 5,027
G 11,237 2,260 13,045 13,496 5,423 7,559 3,165 3,803 3,733

Adjustments - less direct costs of qualification

H 1,815 1,815 1,815 1,815 1,815 1,815 1,815 1,815 1,815
I 1,210 1,210 1,210 1,210 1,210 1,210 1,210 1,210 1,210
J 234 234 234 234 234 234 234 234 234

Discounted for contribution of flexible working hours to study benefit (50%)

K 9,849 2,057 12,221 12,813 3,639 7,459 3,244 3,196 3,436
L 6,355 1,004 7,643 7,964 2,586 4,373 1,649 1,872 1,908
M 5,501 1,013 6,406 6,631 2,594 3,663 1,466 1,785 1,750

Discounted for probability of attaining job in first year

N 7,308 1,526 9,068 9,508 2,700 5,535 2,407 2,371 2,550
O 4,716 745 5,671 5,910 1,918 3,245 1,223 1,389 1,416
P 4,082 752 4,753 4,920 1,925 2,718 1,088 1,324 1,298
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Ref Description

P Certificate – Net annual intrinsic value = 74% of M ($)

259. Rolland gave evidence that her modelled calculation provided a

quantification of only part of the intrinsic value attributable to the Work-

Life Benefits for the reasons set out below.205

260. First, the figure attributed by Rolland amounts to only one year’s future

benefit. Among others, one method of quantifying additional part of the

intrinsic value of the Work-Life Benefit may be to calculate the present

value of all likely future cash flows (in the form of increased salary)

resulting for the Work-Life Benefit (and thereby capture a greater part of

the intrinsic value).

261. Further, Rolland gave evidence that the intrinsic value of “study” was not

limited to the future financial benefits quantified by her model. By

reference to research, Rolland gave evidence that study (being an identified

use of the Work-Life Benefit) provides additional intrinsic value outside

the scope of Ms Rolland’s model, including:

(a) health and wellbeing;206

(b) social interaction;207

(c) social mobility and communication;208

(d) independence;209

(e) health and longevity;210 and

(f) inter-generational benefits.211

262. This aspect of Rolland’s evidence was the subject of lengthy cross-

examination.212 However, the cross-examination focussed on the precision

205 Rolland Report, [41], [116].
206 Rolland Report, [54].
207 Rolland Report, [54].
208 Rolland Report, [54].
209 Rolland Report, [54].
210 Rolland Report, [55].
211 Rolland Report, [55].
212 PN1502-1541.
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and efficacy of her referencing rather than the substance of the evidence

and the conclusions. A significant portion of the cross-examination was

spent debating the extent to which Rolland had properly attributed the

research referred to in paragraph [55] to the research paper that she

included behind Tab 44 of her report.213

263. Ultimately, this series of attacks does not undermine the substance of

Rolland’s evidence. Hart’s counsel did no more than confirm that each

research finding published by Rolland does in fact appear within the pages

of the research paper that was included behind Tab 44 of her report. If

anything, the cross-examination strengthened her evidence.

Caring Support Benefit

Summary

264. Rolland identified that certain above-Award entitlements in the 2014

Agreement reduce the burden of providing care (Caring Support

Benefit).214

265. Rolland recognised the significant links between being a carer and:

(a) first, having to outsource (at a financial cost) care responsibilities;

and

(b) secondly, having a reduced capacity (in terms of available hours) to

work.

266. Having done so, Rolland devised a methodology whereby she modelled the

annualised value of:

(a) avoiding the cost of outsourcing care; and

(b) maintaining a full working capacity (in terms of available hours).

213 PN1511-1540.
214 Rolland Report, [68]-[75].
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267. Rolland concluded that these aspects of the Caring Support Benefit had a

quantifiable value to each Nominated Employee, as follows:

T JJ U G Q AA EE DH(M) DH(S)

$1,125 $464 $1,492 $1,584 $358 $1,088 $648 $519 $602

Characteristics of benefit

268. The entitlements identified by Rolland in this regard include:215

(a) the entitlement to pre-approved leave arrangements,216 allowing

employees to agree with Coles to pre-approved leave set for at least

the following twelve months. There is no corresponding Retail Award

entitlement;

(b) the requirement that Coles have regard to (inter alia) an employee’s

caring commitments when establishing or changing any roster.217 The

Retail Award imposes no such obligation;218

(c) the additional day of paid carer’s leave each year where an employee

has used their 10-day entitlement.219 There is no corresponding

Retail Award entitlement;

(d) the “make-up time” entitlement in clause 5.5.13, which allows

employees to take time off during ordinary hours and work those

hours at a later time. Again, there is no corresponding Retail Award

entitlement;

(e) the right to request leaves of absence between one week and 12

months in duration. The provision in question, clause 5.11, expressly

contemplates such leave being taken for reasons such as to care for an

ill or injured close relative. Where granted, an employee’s continuity

215 Rolland Report, [107].
216 2014 Agreement, cl 2.4.
217 2014 Agreement, cl 4.6.8.
218 However, see clause 8.2 of the Retail Award.
219 2014 Agreement, cl 5.5.3.
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of service is not broken. The Retail Award does not contemplate

leaves of absence at all;

(f) the more generous parental leave entitlements,220 which is more

favourable than the corresponding Retail Award entitlement because:

(i) while Retail Award employees rely on the NES and must be

employed for at least twelve months before becoming eligible for

parental leave, the 2014 Agreement provides the entitlement

after just six months; and

(ii) the 2014 Agreement provides for 104 weeks’ parental leave,

double that under the NES;221 and

(g) the ability, pursuant to clause 5.14.39, for employees to request to be

engaged on a casual basis during a period of unpaid parental leave.

There is no corresponding Retail Award entitlement.

269. A full list of the entitlements identified by Rolland as contributing to the

Caring Support Benefit is at Attachment C to these submissions. Again, the

entitlements identified by Rolland as giving rise to the Caring Support

Benefit do so, according to her expert evidence, in a “cumulative and

synergistic”manner.222

270. Some of the entitlements that Rolland says contribute to the Caring

Support Benefit (and other benefit classes identified by her) were valued by

Cecchini in his expert report relating to monetary benefits and detriments.

It is important to understand that there is no overlap between the two

approaches. For example, Cecchini calculates the direct financial value of

the additional carer’s leave available under clause 5.5.3 (being the

remuneration paid to the employee), while Rolland values the indirect

value that accrues to the employee in addition to the direct monetary

benefit.

271. In cross-examination, it was suggested to Rolland that it was inappropriate

to assign a value to these entitlements because many of them provide an

220 2014 Agreement, cl 5.4.11.
221 See section 76(1) FW Act.
222 Rolland Report, [43].
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employee a right to request, rather than giving an absolute right to access,

that entitlement.223

272. Rolland responded by telling the Commission that she understood that,

where an entitlement in the Agreement was expressed in such terms, Coles

would accede to employee requests where it could do so.224

273. Rolland considered this aspect of the 2014 Agreement to be important

because her research revealed that:

(a) a large proportion of Australia’s working-aged population have

unpaid caring responsibilities. At paragraph [69] of her report

Rolland suggested that the “nearly 3 million” working-aged people

care for relatives or friends. However, a closer inspection of her cited

research suggests that the figure is “nearly 5.5 million”. In any event,

an interrogation of the research and underlying ABS data relied upon

by Rolland confirms that one in eight Australians provides informal

elderly or aged care.225When care for children is factored in, Ms

Rolland’s research finding is confirmed;226

(b) carers experience lower than average rates of employment, with a key

barrier to workforce re-entry for carers being inflexibility in the

ability to arrange hours of work;227

(c) the main impediments to providing informal care stemmed from

work commitments and inflexibilities therein;228 and

(d) perceived security of employment is key to ensuring that informal

carers remain in employment.229

223 PN1891.
224 PN1891-1892.
225 See Deloitte Access Economics, The economic value of informal care in Australia in 2015
(Rolland Report, Appendix C, Tab 13), 2 and Australian Bureau of Statistics, 4436.0 – Caring in the
Community, Australia, 2012 (Rolland Report, Appendix C, Tab 45).
226 For further analysis, see paragraph 302 below..
227 Rolland Report, [71-2].
228 Rolland Report, [73]. See also Australian Human Rights Commission’s observations that the
provision of unpaid care has a negative impact on unpaid carer’s participation in employment and
work hours, and are more likely to leave employment than reduce their work hours when taking on
caring roles. The resulting impact is on the incomes of carers over their life course; and that
“legislated workplace entitlements may not be sufficient for many carers to deal with their caring
responsibilities or provide enough of an incentive to remain in the workforce.” (Rolland Report,
Appendix C, Tab 4, 2 and 6).
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274. Rolland’s research findings are consistent with the Commission’s previous

observations. In the Family Provisions Case 2005,230 a Full Bench

observed:

“There is a consensus among the parties that achieving a balance
between work and family is fundamental to Australia’s national
interest and to a cohesive, productive society…”

275. The Full Bench found that balancing work and family obligations can

create conflict and tension and observed that:231

“Work and family conflicts and tensions can occur as the result of role
overload or role interference when there is not enough time or energy
to meet the commitments of multiple roles or the expectations and
demands if the two roles conflict (Duxbury and Higgins 1994). For
workers with family responsibilities, time appears to be the major
juggernaut of those who are combining paid work with family
responsibilities—time for children, time with partners, time for
elderly parents, and time for household chores, personal leisure, and
meeting the demands of work.”

276. In that case, the ACTU submitted that the provision of flexible hours

arrangements will encourage both parties to share caring responsibilities as

studies have shown that men are more likely to use flexible working

arrangements than any other family friendly provision (except paid leave).

Such provisions are also likely to be used by working mothers who are

nevertheless more likely to work part-time or from home. The introduction

of flexibility in hours will allow men to contribute fully at work while still

meeting their caring responsibilities.232

277. The importance of entitlements that reduce the burden of providing care

was considered by a Full Bench in 4 yearly review of modern awards –

Common issue – Award Flexibility [2015] FWCFB 4466.

278. The Full Bench in that case233 referred to the Productivity Commission’s

Childcare and Early Childhood Learning, Inquiry Report, which

examined the factors that influenced workforce participation. The

229 Rolland Report, [75].
230 PR082005, 8 August 2005; Giudice P, Ross VP, Cartwright SDP, Ives DP and Cribb C.
231 PR082005, [57] (citing with approval Glezer, H, & Wolcott, I, 1999, ‘Work and Family Life
Reciprocal Effects’, Family Matters, Australian Institute of Family Studies, No. 52, 69).
232 See PR082005, [192].
233 Ross P, Smith DP and Roberts C.
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Productivity Commission described “the availability of family-friendly

workplace arrangements for parents’ to be a ‘key positive workforce

participation driver”.234

279. The Full Bench also cited with apparent endorsement the following

statement from the same Productivity Commission report, which is

apposite:235

“One set of options for supporting the workforce participation of
parents is the availability of flexible work and other family friendly
arrangements by employers. These arrangements can benefit both
parents and employers. They enable parents to better manage or
balance their work and family responsibilities.”236

280. The ACTU submitted that flexible work arrangements are vital to achieving

increased participation in the workforce, particularly among those with

young children, caring responsibilities and study commitments.237

281. In the same case, the AMWU submitted that:238

“… [T]he ability to have an influence over the time available to attend
to family and personal responsibilities is an important contributing
factor which assists low paid employees in improving their non-
financial living standards.”

282. Despite this, these aspects of Rolland’s evidence were the subject of

extensive cross-examination. Again, no contradictory evidence was led by

Hart and the focus of the cross-examination was the precision and efficacy

of Rolland’s referencing. The cross-examination confirmed that:

(a) in one case a primary source was cited where the quote in question

came from a secondary course (which, in turn, did in fact cite the

primary source accurately);239

(b) in another case a secondary source was cited and Rolland omitted to

also cite the basal primary source;240

234 [2015] FWCFB 4466, [214] (Ross P, Smith DP and Roberts C).
235 Ibid
236 Ibid.
237 Submissions of the ACTU in AM2014/300 dated 23 April 2015, [56].
238 [2015] FWCFB 4466, [163].
239 PN1619.
240 PN1632.
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(c) in a further case, Rolland did not attribute the source of her research

in her report (although the source document was included behind Tab

42);241 and

(d) Rolland had on another occasion failed to include quotation marks

around a direct quote.242

283. Again, this cross-examination was counter-productive and only deals with

Rolland’s evidence at the margins. It did not deal with the substance of her

conclusions. It served to confirm that Rolland’s research findings

conformed very closely to her sources and thereby strengthened the weight

of her evidence.

284. Rolland told the Commission that it was her opinion that the above-Award

entitlements in the 2014 Agreement provided Coles employees the

opportunity to perform activities required of them in the dual role of carer

and employee (be they caring activities or work activities) that they would

not be able to perform under the Award.243

285. It was suggested to Rolland in cross-examination that this was an

overstatement.244 Rolland told the Commission that she had not intended

by paragraph [107] of her report to convey that the existence of the Caring

Support Benefit was the arbiter of whether an employee could maintain

both roles but, rather, that the 2014 Agreement assisted in filling those

dual roles.245

286. This is not a controversial proposition. The numerous flexibility

entitlements in the 2014 Agreement, on their face, make filling the dual

carer-breadwinner role more achievable. It is also consistent with

Rolland’s research, including Thomas’s and Ganster’s observation that

241 PN1656.
242 PN1662.
243 Rolland Report, [107].
244 PN1920.
245 PN1920. This is consistent with Gordon’s and Ruse’s 2013 finding that “flexible working
arrangements will be instrumental in allowing carers to maintain a desired or sufficient level of
employment while responding to the specific needs of their recipients of care. Furthermore,
caregivers may enjoy improvements in personal welfare with recent studies suggesting that
greater job involvement may in fact counteract the time and psychological demands of
caregiving.” (Rolland Report, Appendix C, Tab 13, 28-29).
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control over work time is especially critical to the ability to meet multiple

role demands.246

287. It was also suggested in cross-examination that the caring Support Benefit

was of limited value to male employees.

288. Such an argument is inconsistent with modern familial arrangements. As

early as 2005, the ACTU submitted to the Commission that:247

“…the provision of flexible hours arrangements will encourage both
parties to share caring responsibilities as studies have shown that
men are more likely to use flexible working arrangements than any
other family friendly provision (except paid leave). Such provisions
are also likely to be used by working mothers who are nevertheless
more likely to work part-time or from home. The introduction of
flexibility in hours will allow men to contribute fully at work while
still meeting their caring responsibilities.”

Methodology

289. Having identified the intersection between flexibility, sure work and the

ability to provide informal care, Rolland developed a methodology to

quantify part of the intrinsic value of the Caring Support Benefit.248

290. Rolland identified two aspects of the Caring Support Benefit that lend

themselves to quantification.

291. First, Rolland identified that clause 5.5 of the 2014 Agreement provides

employees with an additional day of paid carer’s leave each year. Rolland

correctly assumed that this entitlement had the potential to be a financial

benefit in the form of avoiding the cost of out-sourcing care for one day.249

292. On the basis of her research, Rolland gave evidence that the average cost of

care was a little over $44 per day.250 This figure is the average of the

reported child-, aged and disabled-care costs according to Rolland’s

research. Impressionistically, the number is highly conservative.

246 Cited in Valcour, Work-Based Resources as Moderators of the Relationship Between Work
Hours and Satisfaction With Work-Family Balance (Rolland Report, Appendix C, Tab 40), 1516.
247 Family Provisions Case 2005 PR082005, 8 August 2005, [192].
248 Rolland Report, [108]-[113].
249 Rolland Report, [108].
250 Rolland Report, [108].
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293. Rather than apply that amount to each employee, and consistent with the

conservative approach she took throughout her report, Rolland discounted

the figure by 87.5% to reflect her research finding that only 12.5% of

Australian workers will be a carer in a given year.251

294. Having applied that discount, Rolland concluded that part of the intrinsic

value of clause 5.5 could be quantified at $6 per annum.

295. Hart’s counsel suggested to Rolland that the $6 figure was too high because

she had not taken into account the possibility that a Coles employee could

outsource their informal caring responsibilities to a further unpaid carer.252

296. With respect, that line of reasoning rather misses the point. If the logic

were sound, it would suggest that (among other entitlements) carer’s leave

per se has no value.

297. Secondly, having identified that the Caring Support Benefit allows

employees with the flexibility and surety necessary to fill the dual-role of

unpaid carer and paid employee, Rolland found that part of the Caring

Support Benefit could be quantified by reference to an employee’s

avoidance of having to forego work hours (and the associated

remuneration) for the purpose of attending to unpaid caring

responsibilities.253

298. Rolland investigated the likely diminution of working hours as a

consequence of care responsibilities and concluded that, where an informal

carer does not have flexible working arrangements, he or she is likely to

forego an average of 27% of his or her working hours.254

299. Rolland applied that ratio to each Nominated Employee and arrived at a

revised working hour figure should that employee become a carer. For

instance, in the case of employee T, he or she currently works 28 hours per

week and could therefore be expected to work only 20.46 hours per week if

required to act as an unpaid carer. 255

251 Rolland Report, [108(1)].
252 PN1930.
253 Rolland Report, [109].
254 Rolland Report, [110].
255 Rolland Report, [113] (Case Study Part 2).
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300. Rolland then calculated the reduction in salary that corresponds with the

27% reduction in working hours and used this as a starting-point for her

analysis of part of the intrinsic value.256

301. Finally, to ensure that her calculation was not unfairly inflated, Rolland

discounted that starting amount to allow for her finding that only 12.5% of

employees become a carer in a given year. Accordingly, she applied a

87.5% discount.257

302. Rolland’s choice of the 27% and 12.5% figures were each the subject of

cross-examination. It was suggested to Rolland that there was

incongruence between the definitions of “carer” in her source research and

the definition of “carer” in the 2014 Agreement.258 There is in fact

incongruence, but it leads to a conclusion that Rolland’s choice of the

87.5% discount is far too high (rather than too low as was suggested during

cross-examination). Rolland relied on Deloitte Access Economics’ 2015

report259 in concluding that there was a 12.5% likelihood of being a

carer.260 However, that proportion, which informed Rolland’s application

of the 87.5% discount, captures only carers of disabled and the aged (and

not, importantly, children).261 It follows that Rolland, by a considerable

margin, underestimated the likelihood of being a carer and applied too

high a discount.

Conclusions – Caring Support Benefit

303. Applying her methodology, Rolland calculated part of the intrinsic value of

the Caring Support Benefit for each Nominated Employee as follows:

256 Rolland Report, [111].
257 Rolland Report, [112].
258 PN1934-1951.
259 Rolland Report, Appendix C, Tab 13.
260 Rolland Report, [108(i)].
261 See also Australian Bureau of Statistics, 4436.0 – Caring in the Community, Australia, 2012
(Rolland Report, Appendix C, Tab 45).
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Key:

Ref Description

A Average cost of childcare per day ($)

B Average cost of elderly care per day ($)

C Average cost of disabled care per day ($)

D Average costs of care (A, B, C) ($)

E D, discounted to reflect likelihood of becoming a carer (87.5%) ($)

F Employee annual salary (actual) ($)

G Employee annual salary (if a carer: assume 27% decrease in hours) ($)

H Total income foregone (F minus G) ($)

I H, discounted to reflect likelihood of becoming a carer (87.5%) ($)

J Annual intrinsic value (E plus I) ($)

304. Rolland gave evidence that her modelled calculation provided a

quantification of only part of the intrinsic value attributable to the Caring

Support Benefit.262

262 Rolland Report, [41], [116].

Ref T JJ U G Q AA EE D. H. (May) D. H. (Sept)

Calculations of direct costs of care

A 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61
B 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48
C 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24
D 44.05 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44
E 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

Calculations of indirect costs of care

F 33,260.00 13,632 44,165 46,892 10,469 32,170 19,083 15,267 17,721
G 24,305.38 9,962 32,274 34,267 7,650 23,509 13,945 11,157 12,950
H 8,954.62 3,670 11,891 12,625 2,819 8,661 5,138 4,110 4,771
I 1,119.33 459 1,486 1,578 352 1,083 642 514 596

Calculation of total annual benefit

J 1,125 464 1,492 1,584 358 1,088 648 519 602
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305. This evidence was not challenged in cross-examination and is consistent

with Rolland’s (also unchallenged in substance) evidence that the Caring

Support Benefit provides additional intrinsic value outside the scope of Ms

Roland’s model, including:

(a) peace of mind;263 and

(b) better health.264

Wellbeing Benefit

Summary

306. Rolland identified that certain above-Award entitlements in the 2014

Agreement, collectively, enhance an employee’s individual wellbeing by

providing a greater degree of workplace flexibility (Wellbeing

Benefit).265

307. Rolland recognised the links:

(a) first, between lower flexibility in working conditions and lower

workplace wellbeing; and

(b) secondly, between lower workplace wellbeing and early workforce

exit.

308. Having done so, she devised a methodology whereby she modelled the

annualised value of the decreased risk of workforce exit by reference to the

cost associated with exiting the workforce.

309. Rolland concluded that this aspect of the Wellbeing Benefit had a

quantifiable value to each Nominated Employee, as follows:266

T JJ U G Q AA EE DH(M) DH(S)

$258 $106 $343 $364 $81 $250 $148 $119 $138

263 Rolland Report, [106].
264 Rolland Report, [106].
265 Rolland Report, [46]-[51].
266 Rolland Report, [84].
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Characteristics of benefit

310. The entitlements identified by Rolland in this regard include:267

(a) the entitlement to pre-approved leave arrangements,268 allowing

employees to agree with Coles to pre-approved leave set for at least

the following twelve months. There is no corresponding Retail Award

entitlement;

(b) employees’ non-working day entitlements,269 which provides for

either an additional day’s pay or another day off where a public

holiday falls on a day on which the team member is rostered to work

in another week of the roster cycle. Again, there is no corresponding

Retail Award entitlement;

(c) the generous blood donor leave entitlement,270 which provides for

four paid absences annually for the purpose of donating blood. Retail

Award employees have no corresponding entitlement;

(d) a compassionate leave entitlement that is, depending on the

circumstances of the employee’s need to rely on it, in some respects

more favourable than the corresponding NES entitlement;271

(e) clause 5.9, which allows an employee to be absent from work on paid

leave for the purpose of taking part in volunteer emergency services.

The Retail Award and the NES allows for no such entitlement to paid

leave;

(f) the related clause 5.13, which provides for three days’ paid leave

where an employee is directly affected by a natural disaster. Retail

Award employees have no entitlement to leave (paid or unpaid) where

they are so affected; and

(g) a favourable sick leave regime whereby employees are credited with

their full sick leave accrual in advance on each anniversary of their

267 Rolland Report, [77].
268 2014 Agreement, cl 2.4.
269 2014 Agreement, cl 5.1.13.
270 2014 Agreement, cl 5.4.
271 2014 Agreement, cl 5.6.
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employment272 (Retail Award employees are protected only by the

NES and, as such, accrue sick leave on the standard pro-rata basis).273

311. A full list of the entitlements identified by Rolland as contributing to the

Wellbeing Benefit is at Attachment C to these submissions. As with

previous benefit classes, Rolland found that the entitlements giving rise to

the Wellbeing Benefit do so in a “cumulative and synergistic”manner.274

312. Rolland gave evidence that the entitlements she identified provide

employees with above-Award levels of flexibility. During cross-

examination Rolland conceded that she did not set out the degree to which

those entitlements provided greater levels of flexibility.275

313. That omission is of no consequence. The provisions do in fact provide

employees above-Award levels of flexibility, and Rolland said that these

provisions provided employees with above-Award levels of flexibility

sufficient to support the model she developed for the purpose of valuing

the Wellness Benefit.276

314. Rolland’s opinions in relation to the Wellbeing Benefit were based

primarily on two research findings:

(a) first, additional workplace flexibility has a positive effect on

employees’ personal wellbeing;277 and

(b) secondly, increased workplace wellbeing is inversely related to an

employee’s likelihood to exit the workforce.278

315. Rolland’s research findings in this area were centred on the “Work Ability”

model developed over several decades by the Finnish Institute of

Occupational Health, including the related academic studies of Dr Juhani

Ilmarinen and Dr Kaija Tuomi.279

272 2014 Agreement, cl 5.13.
273 See sub-section 92(2) FW Act.
274 Rolland Report, [43].
275 PN1767-75.
276 Rolland Report, [77]-[79].
277 Rolland Report, [78].
278 Rolland Report, [49], [79], [82].
279 Rolland Report, [47].
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316. Rolland’s research and conclusions were not substantially challenged in

cross-examination and there is no competing evidence. To the extent that

Rolland was cross-examined, Hart again focused on the precision and

efficacy of Rolland’s referencing as follows:

(a) It was suggested to Rolland that she failed to attribute the source of

paragraph [47] of her report.280 That source, being the work of Drs

Ilmarinen and Tuomi, as cited by the Finnish Institute of

Occupational Health, is appended to her report (at Tab 43).

Ultimately, Rolland conceded that quotation marks ought to have

been used to properly reference the paragraph in question. This does

not affect the substance of the evidence.

(b) Rolland also conceded that, for the purposes of paragraphs [79] to

[82] of her report, she referred to an additional (unreferenced)

iteration of the Finnish longitudinal study.281 Rolland confirmed that

the study to which she had referred, being longitudinal, was ongoing

and that the latest results she had seen were those released in 2008.

The data and results deriving from that last 2008 tranche, Rolland

told the Commission, support the conclusions in her expert report.282

317. This cross-examination served to confirm that Rolland’s research findings

conformed very closely to her sources.

318. A more sensible challenge to Rolland’s reliance on the Finnish longitudinal

data came, with respect, from the Full Bench. Commissioner Roe asked

Rolland whether the research was a valid comparator in the context of the

demographics of the Finnish study.283 Rolland confirmed that the purpose

of the reliance on the Finnish data was to provide a reference point on

which she could base her models. She told the Commission that the

Finnish data was the best available for that task.284 In this regard, it is

280 PN1476.
281 PN1804.
282 PN1963-1964.
283 PN1836.
284 PN1838. Ms Rolland’s position in this regard is also consistent with the Australian Institute of
Management’s observation, that it had been reported that “Gen Y” workers value flexibility even
more highly than other age groups (see Rolland Report, Appendix C, Tab 5, page 6).
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noted that the Work Ability Index is “by far the most used and well-

accepted instrument to measure work ability”.285

319. The Work Ability studies are important because, first, they provide a metric

by which to measure an employee’s workplace wellbeing (the employee’s

“Work Ability Index” score) and, secondly, the longitudinal aspect of the

studies gives an insight into the consequences of higher and lower Work

Ability Index scores.

320. Rolland supplemented her academic research with the results of her

employer’s own “EY Wellbeing” survey, which measures the wellbeing of

Australian workers against the Work Ability Index (applying the Finnish

methodology).286 In this regard, Rolland told the Commission that a

survey of 9,000 Australian workers confirmed that those who have access

to flexible working arrangements tended to have higher Work Ability Index

scores than those who did not.287 Importantly, in the context of the 2014

Agreement, Rolland gave evidence that the research suggests that it is

access to (rather than use of) workplace flexibilities that lead to increased

Work Ability Index scores.288

321. Rolland concluded, on the basis of her research, that access to flexible

working arrangements improved an individual’s wellbeing by 1.08 Work

Ability Index points.289

322. Rolland told the Commission that this finding was drawn from the table

that forms figure 3 to her report.290 During questioning by Roe C, Rolland

confirmed that the data underpinning that table had been drawn from the

285 van den Berg, The Role of Work Ability and Health on Sustaining Employability (Rolland
Report, Appendix C, Tab 41), 4.
286 Rolland Report, [48].
287 Rolland Report, [49].
288 Rolland Report, [50]. See also the observation by Lonnie Golden (Professor of Economics at
Penn State University) that instability in work hours and schedules has a negative affect on
wellbeing, which she attributes to its interference with non-work activities and interference with the
effort-recovery process (Rolland Report, Appendix C, Tab 22, 7).
289 The table appears immediately after Rolland Report, [49]. The underlying premise is not
particularly controversial (see, for example, the Australian Institute of Management’s observation
that research had established a positive relationship between workplace flexibility that give
employees greater control over when, where and how they work (on the one hand), and employee
health, well-being, satisfaction and engagement (on the other)) (Rolland Report, Appendix C, Tab 5,
1).
290 Marked “figure 1” in the filed version of the Rolland Report, but amended during examination in
chief (see PN1385).
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EY Wellbeing survey. She told the Commission that the survey data were

made up of the subjective self-assessments by a sample of employees

across a number of industries (including large and small organisations).291

323. Rolland was cross-examined as to her decision not to disclose the results of

that research.292 She confirmed that the survey was made up of client-in-

confidence data that she could not break down, but that she could provide

an aggregate view of it (which she did).293

324. Turning to the effect of Work Ability Index scores on workers, Rolland

returned to the Finnish longitudinal study and observed that workers

“poor” Work Ability Index scores have a 73% likelihood of premature

workplace exit within the next 11 years, compared with likelihoods of 17%

(“excellent” Work Ability Index scores), 28% (“moderate” Work Ability

Index scores) and 43% (“good”Work Ability Index scores).294

325. Rolland conducted a regression analysis on these statistics and concluded

that each one-point movement in an employee’s Work Ability Index score

coincides with a 1.9% change in likelihood of workforce exit.295

Methodology

326. Rolland told the Commission that, on the basis of her research and

analysis, she developed a methodology by which a monetary figure could be

attributed to part of the Wellbeing Benefit.296

327. Rolland reasoned that one defined and measurable consequence of

workplace exit was loss of salary. With this as a starting point, Rolland set

about discounting each Nominated Employee’s salary to properly reflect

the intrinsic value of the flexible working arrangements.297

291 PN1782-1794
292 PN1796-1798.
293 PN1962.
294 Rolland Report, [82].
295 Rolland Report, [82(v)].
296 Rolland Report, [77]-[84].
297 Rolland Report, [83]-[84].
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328. Rolland settled upon a discount figure of 99.33%, derived as follows:

(a) First, Rolland calculated the decreased likelihood of workforce exit

attributable to the Wellness Benefit. To do so, she multiplied:

(i) the increased (per-Work Ability Index point) likelihood of

workplace exit (1.9%); by

(ii) the likely increase in Work Ability Index score attributable to the

Wellness Benefit (1.08 points).

(b) The sum of that multiplication (2.0%), Rolland concluded, is the

decreased likelihood of an employee’s exit from employment

attributable to flexible working arrangements.298 Accordingly, she

applied an initial 98.0% discount.

(c) Rolland confirmed in cross-examination that she did not conduct a

stand-alone Work Ability survey on Coles employees in the course of

preparing her report.299 Rolland confirmed that her methods and

model were applicable to employees in general and that her not

having conducted a tailored survey did not affect the outcomes in her

report.300 In any event, to suggest that Rolland should have

conducted a longitudinal study of Coles employees (the study the

focus of her research had run initially for 11 years and continued for at

least 27 years)301 is manifestly unreasonable.

(d) Next, Rolland applied a further discount to reflect the fact that the

research spoke of workforce exit within the next 11 years. To reflect

an annualised value she applied a further 66.7% discount.302 This

final aspect of Rolland’s discount-methodology was challenged in

cross-examination. It was suggested to Rolland that the further

66.7% discount was too low. In response, Rolland cited research to

the effect that the highest proportion of exist were likely to occur in

the next 18 months. She reasonably attributed the figure of 50% to

298 Rolland Report, [84].
299 PN1776.
300 PN1975-1976.
301 See Tab 39, page 66. See also PN1963-1964.
302 Rolland Report, [84].
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the “highest proportion” and calculated the annualised discount on

that basis.303 Rolland told the Commission that she had been unable

to identify a precise figure from the research, and settled on 50% as a

conservative estimate of what was meant by the “highest

proportion”.304 There was no-cross-examination on this.

329. Rolland’s decision to use averaged salaries was challenged in cross-

examination, and it was suggested that Rolland ought properly have

discounted her calculation to account for the time value of money.305

330. Given the relatively small figures involved, and the fact that Rolland has

discounted the figure such that it represents only that portion that will

accrue in the next twelve months, such a further discount is not necessary

and would, in any event, be negligible.

331. In a similar vein, Rolland was challenged on her decision to attribute a

value to the Wellness Benefit (at all). It was suggested by Counsel for Hart

that Rolland inappropriately attributed a present value to a benefit that

may only be realised in the future.306 With respect, such a suggestion is

hollow. The value of the benefit identified derives from the avoidance of

future detriment. Such a benefit has present value.

Conclusions – Wellbeing Benefit

332. Applying her methodology, Rolland calculated part of the intrinsic value of

the Wellness Benefit for each Nominated Employee as follows:307

303 PN1830.
304 PN1831.
305 PN1840-45.
306 PN1812.
307 Rolland Report, [84].

Ref T JJ U G Q AA EE D. H. (May) D. H. (Sept)

Calculations of annual benefit

A 33,260 13,632 44,165 46,892 10,469 32,170 19,083 15,267 17,721
B 425,987 174,596 565,656 600,583 134,085 412,027 244,411 195,537 226,967
C 38,726 15,872 51,423 54,598 12,190 37,457 22,219 17,776 20,633

D 775 317 1,028 1,092 244 749 444 356 413
E 387 159 514 546 122 375 222 178 206

F 258 106 343 364 81 250 148 119 138
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Key:

Ref Description

A Employee annual salary (actual) ($)

B 11 years’ earnings (assuming 3% annual growth) ($)

C Average annual salary (B/11) ($)

D C, discounted to reflect decreased likelihood of workforce exit (98.0%) ($)

E D, discounted to reflect benefit realised in the next 18 months (50.0%) ($)

F Annual intrinsic value (E, annualised) ($)

333. Rolland gave evidence that these monetary figures in her report account for

only part of the intrinsic value an employee derives from the Wellness

Benefit. Rolland’s model prices the avoidance of workplace exit.

Workplace exit is only one of numerous detriments that may follow from

reduced workplace wellness. For instance, an employee may be absent

from work temporarily or may simply enjoy an unhappy time while at

work. Rolland did not quantify the value of the avoidance of these other

detriments.

334. Moreover, Rolland has used “loss of salary” as the only cost of exiting the

workforce. Of course, there are many more such costs.

335. Rolland’s underlying thesis, that flexible working arrangements are of

substantial benefit to employees, is not controversial. As early as the

Family Provisions Case 2005,308 the ACTU submitted that the benefits of

flexible working arrangements were “widely acknowledged”.309

Domestic Violence Support Benefit

Summary

336. Rolland identified that clause 5.8 of the 2014 Agreement ameliorates the

negative effects of domestic and family violence (Domestic Violence

Support Benefit).310

308 8 August 2005, PR082005.
309 [191].
310 Rolland Report, [56]-[67], [94].
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337. Rolland recognised the significant links:

(a) first, between being affected by domestic and family violence and

losing one’s job;311 and

(b) secondly, between seeking support in relation to domestic and family

violence and avoidance of job loss.312

338. Having done so, she devised a methodology whereby she modelled and

quantified part of the annualised value of the Domestic Violence Support

Benefit by reference to the avoidance of a cost associated with job loss.

339. Rolland concluded that this aspect of the Domestic Violence Support

Benefit had a quantifiable value to each Nominated Employee, as

follows:313

T JJ U G Q AA EE DH(M) DH(S)

$262 $107 $348 $370 $83 $254 $150 $120 $140

Characteristics of benefit

340. Rolland’s analysis relied on clause 5.8 of the 2014 Agreement. That

provision, which has no equivalent in the Retail Award, entitles employees

to:

(a) access accrued leave (and take a leave of absence) for the purpose of

seeking medical and legal assistance, for counselling, relocation or

other related activities should they be affected by domestic or family

violence; and

(b) access to the flexible working arrangements regime (under clause 2.3

of the 2014 Agreement) should they experience domestic or family

violence.

311 Rolland Report, [65], [98].
312 Rolland Report, [65].
313 Rolland Report, [101].
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341. Rolland correctly recognised that the effect of the entitlements in clause 5.8

is to enable Coles employees, should they be affected by domestic or family

violence, to seek and receive support without increasing the risk of losing

their job.314

342. Rolland’s opinions in relation to the Domestic Violence Support Benefit

were based on her findings that:

(a) a significant proportion of people affected by domestic and family

violence are likely to lose their job as a direct consequence;315

(b) employees who receive support for domestic violence and family are

less likely to fall within that group;316 and

(c) the two entitlements in clause 5.8 of the 2014 Agreement provide

direct and indirect support to employees affected by domestic and

family violence.317

343. Rolland considered this aspect of the 2014 Agreement to be important

because her research revealed that:

(a) domestic violence had been identified by the World Health

Organisation as “a public health problem of epidemic proportions,

requiring urgent action”;318

(b) in Australia, domestic violence had pervaded all cultures;319 and

(c) most incidents of domestic and family violence in Australia go

unreported, meaning that its extent is likely to be significantly

underestimated.320

344. Rolland’s findings are consistent with those of the Victorian Equal

Opportunity and Human Rights Commission (VEOHRC), the ACTU and

the Australian Law Reform Commission (ALRC), each of whom have

314 Rolland Report, [95]-[96].
315 Rolland Report, [65].
316 Rolland Report, [65].
317 Rolland Report, [96].
318 Rolland Report, [57].
319 Rolland Report, [58].
320 Rolland Report, [58], [59].
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regarded the inclusion of domestic and family violence leave clauses in

enterprise agreements as of critical importance and value.

345. On 28 May 2015, the VEOHRC made a submission to the Royal

Commission into Family Violence (VEOHRC submission). At the

outset, the VEOHRC submission noted that “the response to family

violence needs to be dealt with as a broader community issue that

encompasses both the private and public sphere. This includes

workplaces as a key setting.”321 As discussed above in relation to Rolland’s

evidence, the VEOHRC submission noted the impact that domestic and

family violence has on the employment of its victims (predominantly

women). The submission observed that “financial security is a key enabler

for a victim/survivor of family violence to leave a violent relationship,

whilst workplace participation is also a vital structural and social

support for victims.”322

346. Similarly, in an ACTU submission to the Royal Commission into family

violence dated 29 May 2015 (ACTU submission) it was observed that

“workplaces can be critical in sending a message of zero tolerance of

violence against women by providing a workplace culture which is

supportive of employees experience domestic violence from leadership

and across all levels of organisation.”323

347. The ACTU submission also focussed on the level of domestic violence

amongst employees and its effect on their employment and the workplace.

The ACTU submitted that “a significant number of the 350,000 women

each year who experience domestic violence are members of a union or

are employed in a unionised workplace”.324

348. An ALRC report entitled “Family Violence and Commonwealth Laws –

Improving Legal Frameworks” dated November 2011 (ALRC Report)

considered the difficulties that people experiencing family violence had in

321 See at page 12.
322 See at page 12.
323 See at page 11.
324 See at page 1.
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gaining and retaining paid employment, and referred to a quote by

Elizabeth Broderick, the Sex Discrimination Commissioner, as follows:

“We must develop better workplace responses to domestic and family
violence to ensure that women can stay attached to the workforce.”325

349. In response to the issues described above, the ALRC Report stated that it

considered that “family violence clauses in enterprise agreements are

likely to serve an important function and to increase the safety of

employees experiencing family violence. Family violence clauses

recognise and address the impact of family violence on employees in

workplaces, and may provide a flexible way to negotiate workplace

responses to family violence, and provide enforceable entitlements.”326

350. The ALRC Report recommended that “a family violence clause should

specify the leave entitlements of an employee experiencing family violence

in a particular workplace, whether in the preferred form of additional

family violence leave, access to miscellaneous paid leave, or some other

form of existing paid leave.” This is precisely what clause 5.8 of the 2014

Agreement does.

351. The ACTU submission also regarded the inclusion of paid domestic

violence leave as being of critical importance. The ACTU recognised the

important role that bargaining has in setting a pace for cultural change and

establishing broad employment practices in workplaces where it occurs.

The ACTU submission stated that “paid domestic violence leave is

designed to assist victims of domestic violence to remain in paid

employment, support them through the process of escaping violence and

to promote safe and secure workplaces for them and their work

colleagues. The leave is based on an employee’s need to, for example,

attend court appearances and related appointments, seek legal advice,

and make re-location arrangements.”327

325 See at pages 359-362. See also the VEOHRC submission at page 13.
326 See at pages 396-397. See also the VEOHRC submission, which recommended the introduction
of domestic and family violence leave into the Victorian Public Service Enterprise Agreement
(although I note that this recommendation was for additional paid leave on top of other leave
entitlements). See at page 21. Similarly, in the ACTU submission, an additional ten days of paid
domestic violence leave was called for (see at page 6).
327 See at page 4.
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352. Curiously, Hart’s Counsel in cross-examination, sought to undermine

Rolland’s background evidence as to the seriousness of the problem of

domestic and family violence to Australian workers.

353. Again, the cross-examination focussed on the precision and efficacy of

Rolland’s referencing. Rolland conceded that the contextual background in

paragraphs [57] to [60] of her report was sourced from an unacknowledged

research paper published by the Australian Parliament in late 2014.328

354. This concession did not undermine the validity of the substance of the

contextual background. If anything, it bolstered it by showing that

Rolland’s background context was consistent with the Australian

Government’s own research.

355. A similar criticism was directed at the statistics quoted in paragraph [64] of

Rolland’s report (that more than four in five victims of domestic violence

do not contact a specialist agency).329 On this occasion, the passage quoted

by Rolland was drawn from an unacknowledged secondary source330

(Rolland cited the two primary sources referred to in that secondary

source). A cursory review of the cited (and appended) primary sources

show that they accord with the figures in Rolland’s report.331

356. This again confirmed that each research finding relied upon by Rolland

was in fact sound.

Methodology

357. Rolland developed a methodology to quantify part of the intrinsic value of

the Domestic Violence Support Benefit.332

358. As was the case with the Wellbeing Benefit, Rolland’s starting point was the

most readily quantifiable detriment associated with job loss: loss of

remuneration.

328 PN1547-1591, Exhibit H7.
329 PN1596-1603.
330 Exhibit H7.
331 Tab 28, page 6 and Tab 30, page 100.
332 Rolland Report, [94]-[102].
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359. With this as a starting point, Rolland applied discounts to ensure that her

model properly reflected the relevant part of the intrinsic value of clause

5.8.

360. Rolland settled upon a discount figure of 99.21%, derived as follows:

(a) Rolland explained that her research suggested that, conservatively,

the proportion of Australian employees affected by domestic or family

violence in any given year was 2.92%.333 As such, Rolland applied a

97.08% discount. This part of Rolland’s analysis was not the subject

of cross-examination and is highly conservative because it reflects

only the reported incidence of domestic and family violence.

(b) Rolland applied a further discount to reflect the fact that not all

employees affected by domestic and family violence are likely to lose

their job as a consequence. In this regard, having consulted academic

literature on the subject, Rolland applied a further 73% discount.334

(c) Rolland’s decision to apply a further 73% discount was subject to

extensive cross-examination. It was suggested that Rolland did not

properly research the statistic and that, when presented with a range

of potential discount rates, she had chosen inappropriately.335

(d) In response, Rolland told the Commission that her research had

identified a number of relevant studies of job loss as a consequence of

domestic and family violence and drew attention to a literature review

article, by Swanberg, Logan and Mackie, that summarises various

studies into domestic violence and job-loss.336 Those studies, which

are summarised on page 10 of the article, reported job-loss rates of

5%, 24%, 27% and 30%. Rolland told the Commission that she had

eliminated the 5% result as an outlier,337 and chose the 27% figure

because it was the median result of those that remained.338

333 Rolland Report, [97].
334 Rolland Report, [65].
335 PN 1665-1719.
336 Rolland Report, Appendix C, Tab 36.
337 PN 1681.
338 PN 1680.
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(e) In the context of the exercise, Rolland’s decision was manifestly

reasonable. Moreover, the 27% figure is a conservative interpretation

of the statistic Rolland chose (the 27% figure accounted only for

respondents who quit and does not include the additional

respondents who had lost their jobs).339 In any event, aside from

criticising Rolland’s decision to choose the 27% figure, Hart has not

presented any contrary evidence or suggested another more

appropriate figure.

361. Rolland decided not to apply any further discount. She was asked, both by

Hart’s counsel and by Roe C,340 why she did not apply a discount to reflect

the possibility that an employee may, despite clause 5.8, still lose their job

as a consequence of being affected by domestic or family violence (which

she believed was underreported).

362. Rolland accepted that that possibility remained but stood by her decision

not to apply a further discount, which she described as a fair compromise

against her decision to use the headline “reported” number in relation to

the incidence of domestic and family violence.341

363. Rolland’s assumption as to under-reporting is confirmed by the evidence.

When discussing the prevalence, the Parliament of Australia confirmed

that most incidents of domestic and family violence go unreported.342

364. Moreover, Rolland’s expert report appended references that confirm that

domestic violence is one of the most underreported crimes;343 the generally

low reporting and disclosure rates;344 and that only 37% of domestic

violence incidents were reported to police.345

339 Swanberg, Logan and Mackie, Intimate Partner Violence, Employment and the Workplace
(Rolland Report, Appendix C, Tab 36), 10.
340 PN1720.
341 PN1752, 1956-1957.
342 Exhibit H8, 5.
343 New South Wales Government, Department of Premier and Cabinet, Discussion Paper on
Domestic and Family Violence (Rolland Report, Appendix C, Tab 32), 54.
344 Marcus & Braaf, Domestic and Family Violence Studies, Surveys and Statistics: Pointers to
Policy and Practice (Rolland Report, Appendix C, Tab 28), 12.
345 New South Wales Government, Department of Premier and Cabinet, Discussion Paper on
Domestic and Family Violence (Rolland Report, Appendix C, Tab 32), 55.
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Conclusions – Domestic Violence Support Benefit

365. Applying her methodology, Rolland calculated part of the intrinsic value of

the Domestic Violence Support Benefit for each Nominated Employee as

follows:346

Key:

Ref Description

A Employee annual salary (actual) ($)

B 11 years’ earnings (assuming 3% annual growth) ($)

C Average annual salary (B/11) ($)

D C, discounted to reflect decreased likelihood of workforce exit (98.0%) ($)

E D, discounted to reflect benefit realised in the next 18 months (50.0%) ($)

F Annual intrinsic value (E, annualised) ($)

366. Rolland gave evidence that her modelled calculation provided a

quantification of only part of the intrinsic value attributable to the

Domestic Violence Support Benefit.347

367. This evidence was not challenged in cross-examination and is consistent

with Rolland’s (also unchallenged in substance) evidence that access to

domestic and family violence support is related to:

(a) a decreased risk of becoming a victim of domestic and family

violence;348

346 Rolland Report, [101].
347 Rolland Report, [41], [102] and [116].
348 Rolland Report, [64].

Ref T JJ U G Q AA EE D. H. (May) D. H. (Sept)

Calculations of annual benefit

A 33,260 13,632 44,165 46,892 10,469 32,170 19,083 15,267 17,721
B 425,987 174,596 565,656 600,583 134,085 412,027 244,411 195,537 226,967
C 38,726 15,872 51,423 54,598 12,190 37,457 22,219 17,776 20,633

D 775 317 1,028 1,092 244 749 444 356 413
E 387 159 514 546 122 375 222 178 206

F 258 106 343 364 81 250 148 119 138
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(b) the minimisation of the negative mental and physical effects

associated with domestic and family violence;349 and

(c) peace of mind.350

368. Moreover, Rolland has used “loss of salary” as the only cost of exiting job-

loss. There are many more such costs (financial and otherwise).

Conclusion – Louise Rolland

369. At the conclusion of her report, Rolland applied her modelling to each

Nominated Employee and concluded that the following amounts represent

part of the intrinsic value that accrues annually to each employee:351

T JJ U G Q AA EE DH(M) DH(S)

$5,727 $1,429 $6,936 $7,238 $2,447 $4,310 $2,034 $3,129 $3,430

370. Rolland said that her analysis was by necessity incomplete. First, her

modelling did not capture the whole of the intrinsic value associated with

each benefit class. Further, Rolland said that employees receive additional

intrinsic value from other above-Award benefits in relation to which she

was unable to place a monetary figure or develop a model. In this regard,

Rolland made specific reference to benefits she referred to as “community

connectedness” and “financial health”.352

371. Rolland was not able to provide a monetary figure to represent either:

(a) those parts of the intrinsic value attributable to the identified benefit

class which were not captured by her models (that is, the visible part

of circle “B” in the diagram above); or

(b) the additional classes of benefits in the 2014 Agreement that have

intrinsic value but in respect of which she was not able to develop a

quantification model (the visible part of circle “A”).

349 Rolland Report, [66].
350 See Rolland Report, [102].
351 Rolland Report, [84], [92-3], [101], [113] and [115].
352 Rolland Report, [7].
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372. For the purposes of analysis, Coles will ascribe a notional value to each of

these bundles of value, of $200 each per annum.

Hart’s alleged non-monetary detriments

373. The Hart submissions set out a series of seven non-monetary detriments in

the 2014 Agreement as compared to the Award. Coles’ response is set out in

Attachment D.353

K. DISCRETION TO GRANT RELIEF

374. Even if the Full Bench finds that the 2014 Agreement does not pass the

BOOT and that the issue cannot be addressed with undertakings, it should

still dismiss the appeal and not quash the approval of the Agreement.

375. The Full Bench retains a residual discretion to dismiss an appeal even if it

finds that the decision below was wrong. This is apparent from the text of

s.607(3), which sets out the Full Bench’s powers in relation to an appeal.

Section 607(3) provides that the Full Bench “may”, on appeal, confirm,

quash or vary the decision, make a further decision or remit the matter to a

single member. The use of the word “may” shows that the Full Bench

retains a discretion as to whether to quash the decision below.

376. Under s 33(2A) of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901, where an Act confers a

power on a “person, court or body” to “do a particular act or thing” and

“the wordmay is used”, “the act or thing may be done at the discretion of

the person, court or body”.354 This rule of construction is reinforced by the

drafting of the FW Act, which deliberately uses the word “must” in some

but not all provisions conferring power on the Commission.355

377. Here, if the Full Bench finds that the Agreement does not pass the BOOT

and that the issue cannot be addressed with undertakings, it should

exercise its residual discretion to dismiss the appeal. This is because

overturning the approval of the Agreement would have adverse

353 See at [197]-[206] and Annexure A.
354 Original emphasis. This provision was in force on 25 June 2009 and therefore applies to the
Fair Work Act 2009: see Fair Work Act 2009 s 40A.
355 The word “must” is used in, e.g., ss418(1), 419(1), 424(1), 425(1), 426(1), 443(1).
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consequences for third parties — employees covered by the Agreement who

are not parties to this litigation.356 This is discussed below.

378. The adverse consequence is that the employees (with the exception of the

CSAs and meat employees), will be covered by the 2011 Agreement which

has lower entitlements than the 2014 Agreement as follows:

(a) Lower current wage rates, for example:357

(i) Store Team Member pay rate is now $821.00 per week whereas

under the 2011 Agreement it would be $773.80 per week;

(ii) Administration Assistant pay rate is now $891.20 per week

whereas under the 2011 Agreement it would be $840.00 per

week;

(iii) Office in-Charge pay rate is now $917.90 per week whereas

under the 2011 Agreement it would be $865.20 per week;

(iv) Skilled Non-Tradesperson (Bakery) pay rate is now $862.10 per

week whereas under the 2011 Agreement it would be $812.50

per week;

(v) Customer Service Agent (Online) pay rate is now $862.10 per

week whereas it would be $721.50 per week (in this case, under

the Retail Award);

(vi) Department Manager/Team Leader (Non-Trades) Duty

Manager pay rate is now $903.10 per week whereas under the

2011 Agreement it would be $851.20 per week;

(vii) Retail Leader level 1 pay rate is now $870.30 per week whereas

under the 2011 Agreement it would be $820.20 per week;

(b) No wage rises (see PN 144 above);

(c) The 2011 Agreement does not contain the following new benefits that

are new to the 2014 Agreement:

356 Effect on third parties is one of the discretionary grounds for refusing relief in administrative
law: see, e.g., Re Wakim; ex parte MacNally (1999) 198 CLR 511 [81] (McHugh J), [165] (Gummow
and Hayne JJ, Gleeson CJ and Gaudron J agreeing), [304] (Callinan J). The same principle should
be applied here.
357 See also Attachment E.
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(i) Removal of new district allowances (see clause 3.7.11 of the 2014

Agreement as against clause 4.4.4(b) of the 2011 Agreement);

(ii) Lower junior rates of pay (see clause 3.5 of the 2014 Agreement

as against clause 4.3.1 of the 2011 Agreement);

(iii) Removal of entitlements of step-parents to access five paid shifts

of compassionate leave (see clause 5.6 of the 2014 Agreement as

against the clause 6.4.1 of the 2011 Agreement);

(iv) Removal of domestic and family violence leave (see clause 5.8 of

the 2014 agreement); and

(v) Reduction in natural disaster leave entitlements (see clause 5.13

of the 2014 Agreement as against the clause 6.9 of the 2011

Agreement);

(vi) Removal of employees on parental leave being able to perform

casual work (see clause 5.14.39 of the 2014 Agreement).

379. Separately, in the event that the Commission quashes the Decision, Coles

will need time to implement the significant payroll changes required to go

back to the pay structure of the 2011 Agreement (and move CSA’s to the

Retail Award and the meat employees (other than in Queensland and the

Northern Territory) to their old agreements).

380. Coles would seek to be heard on the issue of the timing of the

Commission’s orders quashing the Decision. Coles will rely on the witness

statement of Gordana Lembovski dated 6 October 2015 in this respect.

L. CONCLUSION

390. As has been set out above the BOOT assessment is not a simple

“mathematical calculation” (as posited by Cullinan). The Full Bench ought

to accept the approach to assessing the BOOT as set out in these

submissions.

381. The Full Bench ought also accept, for the reasons set out in these

submissions, Cecchini’s evidence and valuations of direct financial benefits,

financial benefits contingent on choice and financial benefits contingent on

circumstance in the 2014 Agreement (as well as likely future pay rises).
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382. The Full Bench ought to accept Rolland’s valuation of the non-monetary

benefits in the 2014 Agreement.

383. On the basis of the evidence of Cecchini and Rolland on financial and non-

monetary benefits in the 2014 Agreement, and the approach to assessing

the BOOT as set out in these submissions, the 2014 Agreement passes the

BOOT. This is demonstrated in the tables set out below.

384. The tables below set out BOOT position for each of the Nominated

Employees and Hart (May and September rosters) on the basis of the

figures calculated by Cecchini and Rolland (including likely future pay

rises) with the conclusion that the BOOT is met.

385. In these tables, the following key applies:

(a) Cullinan refers to the BOOT position calculated by Cullinan;

(b) Wages only refers to the “wage rates only” BOOT position

calculated by Cecchini;

(c) Non-cont refers to the “non-contingent” benefits, as calculated by

Cecchini;358

(d) Choice refers to the “contingent on choice” benefits, as calculated by

Cecchini;359

(e) Circ’stances refers to the “contingent on circumstances” benefits, as

calculated by Cecchini;360

(f) Wage inc refers to the likely net effect of wage increases up to the

nominal expiry date;Work-Life refers to the intrinsic value of the

Work-Life Benefit, as calculated by Rolland;

(g) Caring refers to the intrinsic value of the Caring Support Benefit, as

calculated by Rolland;

(h) Wellness refers to the intrinsic value of the Wellness Benefit, as

calculated by Rolland;

358 Including additional penalties for ordinary hours, in-charge allowance, rest and meal breaks, and
payment while on annual leave.
359 Including pre-approved leave arrangements, blood donor leave and defence service leave.
360 Including accident make-up pay, carer’s leave, compassionate leave, emergency services leave,
natural disaster leave and redundancy pay.
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(i) DV refers to the intrinsic value of the Domestic Violence Support

Benefit, as calculated by Rolland;Not Quant’d refers to the notional

intrinsic value (of the benefit classes valued by her) not captured in

Rolland’s models;

(j) Not Q’able refers to the notional intrinsic value of the additional

classes of benefits in the 2014 Agreement that have intrinsic value but

in respect of which Rolland was not able to develop a quantification

model;

(k) DHMmeans Duncan Hart, May roster; and

(l) DHSmeans Duncan Hart, September roster.
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Attachment A

Loadings on Sunday mornings 7.00 am – 9.00 am

1. Clause 29.2(a) of the Retail Award provides (under the heading of

“Overtime”):

“Hours worked in excess of the ordinary hours of work, outside the
span of hours (excluding shiftwork), or roster conditions prescribed
in clauses 27 and 28 are to be paid at time and a half for the first
three hours and double time thereafter.”

2. Clause 29.2(c) of the Retail Award provides:

“The rate of overtime on a Sunday is double time, and on a public
holiday is double time and a half.”

3. Clause 29.4(c) of the Retail Award provides (under the heading of “Penalty

payments”):

“A penalty payment of an additional 100% loading will apply for all
hours worked on a Sunday. This penalty payment also applies to
casual employees instead of the casual loading in clause 13.2.”

4. Coles contends that the overtime rate in clause 29.2 of the Retail Award is

not cumulatively added to the Sunday penalty rate in clause 29.4(c) for

work performed between 7:00 am and 9:00 am on Sunday (that is, outside

the span of hours under clause 27.2(a)).

5. For the reasons that follow, Coles’ construction ought be preferred in light

of:

(a) a long-standing industrial presumption against weekend penalties

operating cumulatively with shift penalties; and

(b) the legislative purpose underpinning the award modernisation

process which led to the making of the Retail Award.

Principles governing the interpretation of awards

6. No Federal Court or Commission cases appear to have expressly dealt with

the issue under the Retail Award. However, there are well-established

common law principles used in interpreting industrial awards:
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(a) The construction of an award begins with a consideration of the

ordinary meaning of its words.361

(b) Regard must be paid to the context and purpose of the provision or

expression being construed.362 Context may appear from the text of

the instrument taken as a whole, its arrangement and the place in it of

the provision under construction. It may extend to the entire

document of which it is a part or to other documents with which there

is an association. It may also include ideas that gave rise to an

expression in a document from which it has been taken.363

(c) The words of an award must not be interpreted in a vacuum divorced

from industrial realities.364 The search is for the meaning intended by

the framers of the document, bearing in mind that such framers were

likely of a practical bent of mind. It is justifiable to read the award to

give effect to its evident purposes, having regard to such context,

despite mere inconsistencies or infelicities of expression which might

tend to some other reading.365

(d) A court is not, however, free to give effect to some anteriorly derived

notion of what would be fair or just, regardless of what has been

written into the award.366 Awards should make sense according to

the basic conventions of the English language.367

7. Section 15AB of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901 (Cth) (AI Act) also

governs the interpretation of awards.368 Section 15AB allows the Full

Bench to have regard to extrinsic material:

361 City of Wanneroo v ASU (2006) 153 IR 426 at [53] per French J (as His Honour then was).
362 Ibid. See also, in the industrial agreement context, Amcor Ltd v CFMEU (2005) 222 CLR 241 at
239 (Gleeson CJ and McHugh J), and at 253 (Gummow, Hayne and Heydon JJ).
363 City of Wanneroo v ASU at [53] approving Short v FW Hercus Pty Ltd (1993) 40 FCR 511 at 518
(Burchett J); AMACSU v Treasurer of Commonwealth (1998) 82 FCR 175 (Marshall J).
364 City of Wanneroo v Holmes (1989) 30 IR 362 at 378-379.
365 Kucks v CSR Limited (1996) 66 IR 182 at 184 per Madgwick J. See also George A Bond & Co Ltd
(in liq) v McKenzie [1929] AR (NSW) 498 at 503-504 (Street J).
366 Kucks at 184.
367 City of Wanneroo v Holmes at [380].
368 This is because an award is an instrument made by an authority which is neither a legislative
instrument within the meaning of the Legislative Instruments Act 2003 (Cth) nor a rule of court.
In these circumstances, s.46 of the AI Act treats the award as if it were an Act for AI Act application
purposes: see the observations of French J (as His Honour then was) in City of Wanneroo v Holmes
at [52].
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(a) to confirm that the meaning of a provision is the ordinary meaning

conveyed by the text of that provision taking into account its context

in the Act and the purpose or object underlying the Act;369

(b) to determine the meaning of the provision when the provision is

ambiguous or obscure;370 or

(c) where the ordinary meaning conveyed by the text of the provision

taking into account its context in the Act and the purpose or object

underlying the Act leads to a result that is manifestly absurd or is

unreasonable.371

8. There are, of course, canons of construction applicable more broadly to

statutory and contractual provisions which also apply to awards. One of

those is the presumption that the instrument in question is to be construed

as a whole – and that, where possible, the instrument be construed so as to

give effect to all of its parts.

There is an industrial presumption against cumulative weekend and
shift penalties

9. There is a long-held industrial presumption within both Federal and State

industrial tribunals (dating back at least as early as 1947) against

calculating weekend and shift penalties on a cumulative basis. By way of

example:

(a) in the Weekend Penalty Rates Case,372 the Full Court of the

Commonwealth Court of Conciliation and Arbitration awarded a ‘time

and a quarter’ penalty rate for Saturday work “in substitution for and

not cumulative upon any shift premium otherwise payable”.373 Cook

J of the NSW Industrial Commission subsequently observed in In re

Butter, Cheese and Bacon Factories and Milk and Cream

Condenseries (Newcastle and Northern) Award that since the

369 AI Act, s.15AB(1)(a).
370 AI Act, s.15AB(1)(b)(i).
371 AI Act, s.15AB(1)(b)(ii).
372 In the matter of applications by organisations of employees for awards and variations of
certain awards with respect to rates of pay for work performed on Saturdays and Sundays (1947)
58 CAR 621.
373Weekend Penalty Rates Case at 635.
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Weekend Penalty Rates Case, “the general practice of industrial

tribunals has been to provide that where special rates are prescribed

for ordinary shift work performed at the weekend, they should be

payable in substitution for and not cumulative upon, the

compensation for shift work which would otherwise be

payable…”;374

(b) in In Re Brickmakers and Assistants (State) Award,375 the Full Bench

of the NSW Industrial Commission awarded a “time and a quarter”

penalty rate for Saturday work and a “time and a half” penalty rate for

Sunday work. The Full Bench noted that “as usual, the extra

payment … will be in substitution for and not cumulative upon the

shift allowances payable in respect of the shift to which the extra

rate applies”;376 and

(c) in In re Hospital Employees’ (Metropolitan) Award and Others,377

Richards J of the New South Wales Industrial Commission found, in

granting an application to vary an award to include an express non-

cumulative penalty provision, that “the general practice of tribunals

making awards under the [then NSW] Industrial Arbitration Act is

to make the payment of penalty rates for weekend work in

substitution for and not cumulative upon the payment of penalty

rates for shift work”.378

10. It is to the Shift Workers Case379 and theWeekend Penalty Rates Case that

Senior Deputy President Lacy referred in Application by Wilson Parking

1992 Pty Ltd & Others.380 His Honour observed that “as a matter of

principle, penalty rates are non-cumulative with weekend shift

allowances”.381 Similarly, in considering an application to vary the State

Government Agencies Administration Award 2010 (State Agencies

374 (1962) A.R. 1 at 3.
375 (1948) A.R. 234.
376 Ibid at 240-241.
377 (1969) A.R. 120.
378 Ibid at 126.
379 (1972) A.R. 633.
380 See Application by Wilson Parking 1992 Pty Ltd & Others (unreported, PR952679, Lacy SDP, 27
October 2004).
381 Ibid at [19]-[20].
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Award) in Racing and Wagering Western Australia [2011] FWA 5985,

Commissioner Williams observed that “it is far from normal for an award

to provide for the cumulative application of overtime rates and shift

loadings”.382

11. Once understood against this background, had the Full Bench, in making

the Retail Award, intended to reverse this presumption and instead adopt a

cumulative approach when making the Retail Award, this would have been

expressly articulated. No such intention is apparent in the reasons of the

Full Bench accompanying either the exposure draft or the final version of

the Retail Award.

12. The mere fact that the Retail Award does not contain an express “non-

cumulative penalties” clause does not of itself support an inference that the

Commission intended for penalties to be calculated on a cumulative basis.

Rather, that absence ought properly be understood (as Williams C did with

respect to the State Agencies Award in the Racing and Wagering Case)383

as reflecting the presumption against cumulative penalties.

13. This conclusion is fortified by the fact that none of the leading unions and

employer groups who made submissions to the Retail Award

modernisation proceedings expressly favoured a cumulative interpretation

or even addressed the issue.384 A review of the submissions filed by those

leading interested parties in response to the exposure draft385 shows that

none of the parties made submissions which proceeded on the basis that

Sunday work outside the prescribed span of hours would be paid at “triple

time”.

382 See Racing and Wagering Western Australia [2011] FWA 5985 at [72] (Williams C).
383 Ibid at [72]-[75].
384 The Full Bench may properly consider the submissions of interested parties during the award
modernisation process which responded to the AIRC’s exposure draft of the Retail Award, and
which the AIRC in turn considered in making its final version of the Retail Award. This is so on
either of three bases: first, that these documents are “other documents” with which the Retail Award
“has an association”; second, that these submissions contain ideas that gave rise to the AIRC’s
expression of the relevant penalty and overtime rate provisions within the Retail Award; or third
(and in any event), by operation of section 15AB of the AI Act.
385 Those parties were Ai Group, the SDA, ACCI, the ACTU, the National Retail Association (in its
own right and in conjunction with Australian National Retailers Association) and the Australian
Retailers Association.
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A purposive interpretation supports Coles’ construction

14. Principles of award construction at common law and under s.15AB

properly allow recourse to the legislative purpose underlying the award

modernisation process386 and to extrinsic materials which confirm that the

meaning of a provision is the ordinary meaning conveyed by the text of that

provision taking into account that legislative purpose.

15. Part 10A of the then WR Act (which established the modern award system)

required that the terms of modern awards be consistent with any direction

specified in the Minister’s award modernisation request.387

16. Amongst other things, the award modernisation request stated that the

creation of modern awards was not intended to increase costs to

employers.388 That request is reflected in the Full Bench’s reasons

accompanying the final version of the Retail Award, where the Full Bench

said that it “placed significant reliance on the objective of not

disadvantaging employees or leading to additional costs”.389

17. An entitlement to “triple time” pay for work outside the span of hours on a

Sunday – as contended for by Hart – represents a significant and

unprecedented increase in costs to employers. Such an interpretation

would, if accepted, run counter to the award modernisation request and, by

extension, the legislative purpose underpinning the award modernisation

process. Had the Commission intended to impose this additional cost, it

would have expressly dealt with this in either its reasons or by an express

provision in the Retail Award. It did not.

386 In March 2008, following a formal request from the Minister for Employment and Workplace
Relations (then the Honourable Julia Gillard) under Part 10A of the then Workplace Relations Act
1996 (Cth) (WR Act), the then Australian Industrial Relations Commission began a process of
rationalising over 1,500 National and State-based awards. This process was known as the award
modernisation process.
387 See s.576M(2) of the WR Act.
388 See paragraph 2(d) of the Minister’s award modernisation request.
389 Award Modernisation [2008] AIRCFB 1000 at [285].
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Attachment B

Table of wage increases
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Attachment C

Entitlements contributing to non-monetary benefits

A. Work-Life Benefit

x Clause 2.4 – Pre-approved leave arrangements.

x Clause 4.4.1 – Minimum Engagement.

x Clause 4.7.1 – Minimum engagement (Casual Team Members).

x Appendix A.1.3 – Saved minimum engagements – NSW/ACT, SA,

VIC and TAS only.

x Clauses 4.6.1 to 4.6.3 – Permanent roster changes insofar as notice is

required (although note Award clause regarding mutual agreement).

x Clause 4.6.8 – When establishing or changing a roster, the Company

will have regard for the family or caring responsibilities and study

commitments of the team member and whether the team member

has safe transport home.

x Clause 4.6.10 – Shift swaps.

x Clause 5.3.8 – Non working days and annual leave.

x Clause 5.5.13 – Make-up time.

x Clause 5.11 – Leave of absence.

x Clause 5.12.3 – Long service leave of double time at half pay.

x Clause 5.18 – Time off and leave for casual team members.

x Appendix A1.4 and A1.5 – Saved rostered days off - Vic only and

NSW/ACT only.

B. Caring Support Benefit

x Clause 2.4 – Pre-approved leave arrangements.

x Clause 4.4.1 – Minimum Engagement.

x Clause 4.7.1 – Minimum engagement (Casual Team Members).

x Appendix A.1.3 – Saved minimum engagements.
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x Clause 4.6.8 – When establishing or changing a roster, the Company

will have regard for the family or caring responsibilities and study

commitments of the team member and whether the team member

has safe transport home.

x Clause 4.6.10 – Shift swaps.

x Clause 4.11.4 – Meal breaks immediately prior to the end of a shift.

x Clause 5.14.39 – Casual work while on parental leave.

x Clause 5.3.8 – Non working days and annual leave.

x Clause 5.5 – Carer's leave.

x Clause 5.5.4 – Carer's leave for members engaged under the Coles

Supermarkets and AMIEU Tasmania Meat Agreement 2011

immediately prior to the start of this Agreement and who were

engaged immediately prior to 1 August 1997.

x Clause 5.5.13 – Make-up time.

x Clause 5.6 Compassionate leave insofar as it relates to a member of

the immediate family or household suffering a serious illness or

injury.

x Clause 5.11 – Leave of absence.

x Clause 5.14.39 – Parental leave and casual employment.

x Clause 5.14.9 – Unpaid parental leave insofar as it provides access to

parental leave after 6 months of service (compared to 12 months

under the NES).

x Clause 5.17.4 – Sick leave insofar as the sick leave entitlement is

provided on the anniversary date rather than accruing progressively

throughout the year.

x Clause 5.18 – Time off and leave for casual team members.

C. Wellness Benefit

x Clause 2.4 – Pre-approved leave arrangements.
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x Clause 4.6.8 – When establishing or changing a roster, the Company

will have regard for the family or caring responsibilities and study

commitments of the team member and whether the team member

has safe transport home.

x Clause 4.6.10 – Shift swaps.

x Clause 4.11.4 – Meal breaks immediately prior to the end of a shift.

x Clauses 4.11.8 and 4.11.9 – saved rest breaks.

x Clause 5.14.39 – Casual work while on parental leave.

x Clauses 5.1.16 to 5.1.18 – Picnic days.

x Clause 5.1.13 – Non-working day entitlement.

x Clause 5.3.2 – Additional week of annual leave - Coles Broken Hill

Store.

x Clause 5.3.8 – Non working days and annual leave.

x Clause 5.3.14 – Cashing out of annual leave.

x Clause 5.3.9 – Remote areas, leave with spouse.

x Clause 5.4 – Blood donor leave.

x Clause 5.5 – Carer's leave.

x Clause 5.5.4 – Carer's leave for members engaged under the Coles

Supermarkets and AMIEU Tasmania Meat Agreement 2011

immediately prior to the start of this Agreement and who were

engaged immediately prior to 1 August 1997.

x Clause 5.5.13 – Make-up time.

x Clause 5.6 Compassionate leave.

x Clause 5.6.2 – Permanent team members required to travel.

x Clause 5.7 – Defence service leave.

x Clause 5.9 – Emergency services leave.

x Clause 5.10 – Jury service.
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x Clause 5.11 – Leave of absence.

x Clause 5.13 – Natural disaster leave.

x Clause 5.14.39 – Parental leave and casual employment.

x Clause 5.14.9 – Unpaid parental leave insofar as it provides access to

parental leave after 6 months of service (compared to 12 months

under the NES).

x Clause 5.16 – Repatriation centre leave - South Australia only.

x Clause 5.17 – Sick leave.

x Clause 5.17.11 – Save sick leave pay out - Tasmania only.

x Clause 5.17.4 – Sick leave insofar as the sick leave entitlement is

provided on the anniversary date rather than accruing progressively

throughout the year.

x Clause 5.17.5 – Sick leave for employees engaged under the Coles

Supermarkets Australia Pty Ltd & AMIEU Victorian Meat Agreement

2011 immediately prior to the commencement of the agreement.

x Clause 5.18 – Time off and leave for casual team members.

x Appendix A1.4 and A1.5 – Saved rostered days off - Vic only and

NSW/ACT only.
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Attachment D

Response to paragraphs [197]-[206] of Hart Submissions

[To be provided]
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Attachment E

Comparison of wage rates between 2011 Agreement/Meat Agreements
vs current rate in 2014 Agreement

Classification Legal
Minimum
Per Week

Current
Minimum
Per Week

Loss
Per Week

Wage rates 1-Dec-15 As at today

Store Team Member $773.80 $821.00 $47.20

Store Cleaner $773.80 $821.00 $47.20

Administration Assistant $840.00 $891.20 $51.20

Office In-Charge $865.20 $917.90 $52.70

Skilled Non-Tradesperson (Bakery) $812.50 $862.10 $49.60

Customer Service Agent (Online) $721.50 $862.10 $140.60

Department Manager/Team Leader (Non-Trades) $851.20 $903.10 $51.90

Duty Manager $851.20 $903.10 $51.90

Retail Leader Level 1 $820.20 $870.30 $50.10

Bakery — Baker, Department Manager/Team Leader (Trades)
NSW/ACT (COLES)
Baker $855.20 $907.30 $52.10

Department Manager/Team Leader (Trades) $898.00 $952.70 $54.70

NT
Baker $884.90 $938.90 $54.00

Department Manager/Team Leader (Trades) $929.10 $985.80 $56.70

VIC, QLD, SA,WA, TAS (COLES) AND ALL BI-LO STORES
Baker $839.90 $891.10 $51.20

Department Manager/Team Leader (Trades) $881.90 $935.70 $53.80

Meat – Skilled Non-Tradesperson (Meat), Butcher, Department Manager/Team Leader (Trades)
NSW/ACT – NEWTEAMMEMBERS
Skilled Non-Tradesperson (Meat) $873.70 $914.40 $40.70

Butcher $949.70 $993.90 $44.20

Department Manager/Team Leader (Trades) $1,044.70 $1,062.70 $18.00

NT –NEW TEAMMEMBERS
Skilled Non-Tradesperson (Meat) $814.10 $914.40 $100.30

Butcher $884.90 $993.90 $109.00

Department Manager/Team Leader (Trades) $929.10 $1,062.70 $133.60

QLD – NEWTEAMMEMBERS
Skilled Non-Tradesperson (Meat) $826.80 $914.40 $87.60
Butcher $898.70 $993.90 $95.20

Department Manager/Team Leader (Trades) $943.60 $1,062.70 $119.10

VIC – NEW TEAMMEMBERS
Skilled Non-Tradesperson (Meat) $819.10 $914.40 $95.30

Butcher $910.10 $993.90 $83.80

Department Manager/Team Leader (Trades) $955.60 $1,062.70 $107.10
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Classification Legal
Minimum
Per Week

Current
Minimum
Per Week

Loss
Per Week

WA – NEWTEAMMEMBERS
Skilled Non-Tradesperson (Meat) $861.85 $914.40 $52.55

Butcher $936.80 $993.90 $57.10

Department Manager/Team Leader (Trades) $1,030.50 $1,062.70 $32.20

TAS – NEW TEAMMEMBERS
Skilled Non-Tradesperson (Meat) $800.40 $914.40 $114.00
Butcher $842.55 $993.90 $151.35

Department Manager/Team Leader (Trades) $926.80 $1,062.70 $135.90

SA – NEW TEAMMEMBERS
Skilled Non-Tradesperson (Meat) $818.45 $914.40 $95.95

Butcher $931.80 $993.90 $62.10

Department Manager/Team Leader (Trades) $1,024.98 $1,062.70 $37.72

Meat — Skilled Non-Tradesperson (Meat), Butcher, Department Manager/Team Leader (Trades)
NSW/ACT – EXISTING TEAMMEMBERS
Skilled Non-Tradesperson (Meat) $873.70 $914.40 $40.70

Butcher $949.70 $993.90 $44.20

Department Manager/Team Leader (Trades) $1,044.70 $1,062.70 $18.00

NT — EXISTING TEAMMEMBERS
Skilled Non-Tradesperson (Meat) $814.10 $895.30 $81.20

Butcher $884.90 $973.20 $88.30

Department Manager/Team Leader (Trades) $929.10 $1,021.90 $92.80

QLD— EXISTING TEAMMEMBERS
Skilled Non-Tradesperson (Meat) $826.80 $900.50 $73.70
Butcher $898.70 $978.80 $80.10

Department Manager/Team Leader (Trades) $943.60 $1,027.70 $84.10

VIC — EXISTING TEAMMEMBERS
Skilled Non-Tradesperson (Meat) $819.10 $899.90 $80.80

Butcher $910.10 $978.20 $68.10

Department Manager/Team Leader (Trades) $955.60 $1,027.10 $71.50

WA— EXISTING TEAMMEMBERS
Skilled Non-Tradesperson (Meat) $861.85 $909.90 $48.05

Butcher $936.80 $989.00 $52.20
Department Manager/Team Leader (Trades) $1,030.50 $1,057.20 $26.70

TAS — EXISTING TEAMMEMBERS
Skilled Non-Tradesperson (Meat) $800.40 $879.50 $79.10

Butcher $842.55 $956.00 $113.45

Department Manager/Team Leader (Trades) $926.80 $1,020.80 $94.00

SA — EXISTING TEAMMEMBERS
Skilled Non-Tradesperson (Meat) $818.45 $885.40 $66.95

Butcher $931.80 $962.40 $30.60

Department Manager/Team Leader (Trades) $1,024.98 $1,041.60 $16.62

Store TeamMembers who were previously Point of Sale Coordinators
Store Team Members previously POSC $809.70 $859.10 $49.40
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Classification Legal
Minimum
Per Week

Current
Minimum
Per Week

Loss
Per Week

Saved Second In-Charge (Non-Trades)
Second In-Charge (Non-Trades) $820.20 $870.30 $50.10

NSW/ACT (COLES) – EXISTING TEAMMEMBERS
Bakery Second In-Charge (Trades) $880.90 $934.50 $53.60

NT – EXISTING TEAMMEMBERS
Bakery Second In-Charge (Trades) $911.40 $967.10 $55.70
VIC, QLD, SA,WA, TAS (COLES) AND ALL BI-LO STORES – EXISTING TEAMMEMBERS
Bakery Second In-Charge (Trades) $865.10 $917.80 $52.70

Meat — saved classifications
NSW/ACT — EXISTING TEAMMEMBERS
Meat Store TeamMember $838.10 $877.10 $39.00

NT — EXISTING TEAMMEMBERS
Meat Second In-Charge (Trades) $911.40 $1,002.40 $91.00

QLD— EXISTING TEAMMEMBERS
Meat Second In-Charge (Trades) $925.70 $1,008.20 $82.50
Meat Store TeamMember $786.00 $834.00 $48.00

VIC — EXISTING TEAMMEMBERS
Meat Store TeamMember $803.10 $840.30 $37.20

WA— EXISTING TEAMMEMBERS
Meat Store TeamMember $824.55 $862.90 $38.35

TAS — EXISTING TEAMMEMBERS
Second In-Charge $884.70 $1,003.80 $119.10

Store Team Member (previously Meat Store Team Member) $773.80 $821.00 $47.20

Store Team Member (previously Meat Packer/Cabinet Attendant $758.95 $821.00 $62.05
SA — EXISTING TEAMMEMBERS
Meat Store TeamMember $818.45 $830.70 $12.25

Butchers who were previously AdvancedMeat Tradespersons – NSW/ACT
Butchers previously Advanced Meat Tradespersons $997.15 $1,043.60 $46.45
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Attachment F

Submissions on appeal grounds

1. As discussed at paragraphs 19-35 of the submissions, the appeal grounds

on which permission to appeal was granted are:

(a) Grounds 1 to 4 of the Hart appeal; and

(b) Grounds 1 to 3, and 5 of the AMIEU appeal.

Grounds 1 to 3 of the Hart appeal and AMIEU appeal

2. Ground 1 alleges that the Commission erred in approving the 2014

Agreement by reason that the requirements of ss.186 and 187 were not met.

This ground does not allege the basis of any error, rather, it is merely

conclusionary. Ground 1 cannot be made out.

3. Ground 2 alleges that the Commission erred in reaching a state of

satisfaction that the 2014 Agreement passes the BOOT by reason of the fact

that many “award covered employees” for the Agreement would not be

better off overall if the Agreement applied to the employee than if the

“relevant modern award applied to the employee”.

4. Ground 3 alleges that the Commission erred in reaching the state of

satisfaction that the 2014 Agreement passes the BOOT because there was

no evidence to support that finding.

5. Grounds 2 and 3 cannot be made out. On the basis of the material before

Commissioner Bull, there was no error in his reaching a state of

satisfaction that the 2014 Agreement passed the BOOT.

6. The materials before Commissioner Bull constituted the F16 application for

approval of the 2014 Agreement accompanied by the F17 employer’s

statutory declaration in support of an application, both of which were

dated 18 May 2015 (see AB 11-60), the F18 statutory declarations by the

SDA (AB 61-64), the AWU (AB 65-68), the AMIEU (AB 69-74) and the

TWU (AB 75-78). Commissioner Bull also had the correspondence from

Cullinan dated 26 May 2016 (AB 79-88), and the correspondence between

the Commission Member Support Research Team and the Chambers of

Commissioner Bull dated 4 June 2015 (AB 89-92). Commissioner Bull, in
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approving the 2014 Agreement, also had correspondence between Coles,

the AMIEU and the Commissioner’s own Chambers about alleged

deficiencies and proposed undertakings in relation to the 2014 Agreement,

all of which were dated between 9 June 2015 and 23 June 2015 (AB 93-

118). Commissioner Bull also had a copy of the proposed new Coles Store

Team Enterprise Agreement 2014-2017 (undated) (AB 119-210).

7. The Form F17, filed by Coles in support of the application for approval of

the 2014 Agreement, dated 18 May 2015, set out in detail the terms of the

Agreement that were more beneficial, and less beneficial, than the Retail

Award.

8. The table that included the less beneficial terms in the 2014 Agreement as

compared to the Retail Award included a table that set out in detail the

differences in the penalty rates between the two industrial instruments (see

AB 41-43). There was also an extensive table setting out the numerous

more beneficial terms in the 2014 Agreement than those in the Retail

Award (AB 44-56).

9. Coles also set out sample typical rosters that showed that employees passed

the BOOT. No Bargaining Representative criticised the sample typical

rosters. There is no obligation to provide such rosters. Further, the

AMIEU, which did raise concerns with the BOOT and which now brings its

own appeal against the approval of the 2014 Agreement, itself only set out

hypothetical rosters that in the main dealt with junior employees (AB 72-

74).390

10. In addition, and in light of the material before Commissioner Bull

described above, it cannot be said that there was “no evidence” to support

the finding that the 2014 Agreement passed the BOOT.

390 Note that in example 1 of the AMIEU’s hypothetical examples, the analysis showed that an adult
worker under the 2014 Agreement did receive wages that were superior to the Retail Award. In
example 2, the adult wage rate was $2.70 a week less than the 2014 Agreement (although there was
no consideration of contingent financial benefits and non-monetary benefits). Under example 3, an
adult employee was just over $12.00 a week worse off under the Retail Award as compared with the
2014 Agreement. However, again, the comparison did not include contingent financial benefits and
non-monetary benefits.
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Ground 4 of the Hart appeal and Ground 5 of the AMIEU appeal

11. Ground 4 of the Hart appeal and Ground 5 of the AMIEU appeal allege that

the Commission erred by misconceiving its jurisdiction and/or applying

the wrong test, in that it was required to be satisfied that the proposed

agreement passed the BOOT and not merely that the Agreement contained

a mechanism for remedying or addressing circumstances in which an

employee was not better off under the proposed Agreement than the

relevant modern award.

12. While not explicitly referred to in the alleged ground in the notices of

Appeal, Coles assumes that this ground of appeal is directed at the

reconciliation undertaking.

13. As discussed above, the reconciliation undertaking was in the following

terms (Reconciliation Undertaking):

“The Company undertakes to carry out a reconciliation to ensure that
the take home pay for any 4 week roster cycle for a casual or junior
(non-trades) team member was more than the team member would
have been entitled to under the General Retail Industry Award (the
Award), where such team member requests in writing within 28 days
of the expiry of the relevant reconciliation period. Reconciliation
period means each 12 month period calculated from the team
member’s anniversary date, or the period from the commencement
date of the Agreement until their anniversary date, or the period
between the expiry of the last reconciliation period and the
termination of the team member’s employment. If the Company finds
that the team member has received less than what they would have
had the Award applied, the Company will pay the team member a
reconciliation top up payment.”

14. The Commission did not misconceive its jurisdiction by concluding that the

2014 Agreement passed the BOOT with the addition of the Reconciliation

Undertaking. This position is supported by the text of the relevant

provisions of Division 4 of Part 2-4 of the FW Act and a number of

Commission decisions.

15. Section 190(1) of the FW Act effectively provides that if the Commission

has a concern that an agreement does not meet the BOOT (that is, the

requirements set out in s.190(1) and (2) of the FW Act), the Commission

may approve the agreement if the Commission is satisfied that an

undertaking meets the concern. Section 190(3) limits the nature of an
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undertaking that may be given to address the Commission’s concern, that

is, the Commission must be satisfied that the effect of accepting the

undertaking is not likely to either cause financial detriment to any

employee covered by the agreement or results in substantial changes to the

agreement.

16. These provisions do not require that any undertaking confer a specific

monetary or non-monetary entitlement on employees covered by the

relevant enterprise agreement such that the enterprise agreement, with

that additional monetary or non-monetary entitlement, then passes the

BOOT (for example, increasing penalty rates or increasing the amount of a

particular type of leave). Indeed, there is no warrant to read into s.190 a

limit that an undertaking cannot be a mechanism for redressing or

remedying circumstances in which an employee may not be better off

under the proposed agreement than under the relevant modern award.

17. The ability of a reconciliation undertaking to remedy any concern of the

Commission is buttressed by the fact that the reconciliation undertaking

becomes an enforceable term of the agreement (see s.191(1) of the FW Act)

and not merely a procedural mechanism to redress an employee not being

better off under the proposed agreement than under the relevant award.

The Reconciliation Undertaking confers an entitlement in itself for an

employee to be paid a specific monetary amount.

18. The Full Bench has on two occasions approved the use of a reconciliation

undertaking as an appropriate undertaking to meet concerns that the

Commission had in relation to the BOOT.391

391 See CEPU v Main People Pty Ltd [2015] FWCFB 4467 at [38]-[41] (Hatcher VP, Gostencnik DP,
Roberts C) and United Voice Queensland Branch QLD v MSS Security Pty Ltd [2015] FWCFB 6923
at [57]-[60] (Catanzariti VP, Drake SDP, Spencer C). See also TWU v Aldi Foods Pty Ltd [2016]
FWCFB 91 at [56]-[58], where the reconciliation clause was a term of the agreement before the
Commission for approval. See also decisions of single members of the Commission in Re Toys ‘R’
Us (Australia) Pty Limited Enterprise Flexibility Agreement 1994 (S Print l9066, Ross VP, 3
February 1995) (although note that this reconciliation undertaking was accepted in the context of
the “no disadvantage test” under the former Workplace Relations Act 1996 (Cth)) and AusGroup
Protective Services Pty Ltd [2015] FWCA 3907 at [6]-[7] (Gregory C).


